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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study has been to explore the content of

,

Jesus' teaching related to His use of the word vo ,,µ. o s .

By studying

,

the contexts in which Jesus has mentioned Ve>,...e.<-os, theological lines of
relationship come into focus and information becomes available for under-

,

standing the function of v o./" o.s within the broader context of Christian
theology.

The scope of the study has been limited.

Limiting the study

,

to those passages in which Jesus himself mentions vo,µ.eo.s has necessarily imposed restrictions from a topical viewpoint.

The intention for

imposing this limit has been to provide for comprehensiveness within a
workable parameter.
the occurrences of
synonyms.

A more inclusive study would require studying all

,

Vo~

os in the Bible in addition to all related

Even though the present study is limited, it does provide

,

important information for understanding the function of v o./"- o s in
Christian theology.
The passages selected for study have been identified with the
aid of Moulton and Geden's Concordance to the Greek Testament.

1

Fol-·

,

lowing the listing for v o,,µ o s, each occurrence of the word within the
Gospels has been examined to isolate the instances in which Jesus mentioned the word.

Having done this, the next step involved selecting

the context of each occurrence that would serve as the focus for exegetical study.

A major guideline for this process involved following the

paragraph divisions of the Greek text.

In all cases, the primary con-

cern was with identifying the surrounding verses which would yield
1

2
~

content to the theological relationships of v o_.µ o :s • Thirteen passages
were identified for study out of this process.

Five of those passages

occur in a context providing a limited amount of information regarding
either the content or the relationships of v

o/ o s .

tains the findings for those brief studies.

The remaining eight passages

have been studied more extensively.

Chapter two con-

The passages studied are as follows:

Brief Study

Extended Study

Matthew 11:13

Matthew 5:17-20

Luke 24:44

Matthew 7:12

_John 15;25

Matthew 12:1-8

John 8:17

Matthew 22:34-40

John 10:34

Matthew 23:23-24
Luke 10:25-37
Luke 16:14-18
John 7:14-24

The United Bible Societies third edition of The Greek New Testament has served as the basis for the study of each text.
quotations have been taken from this edition.

2

All Greek

Where Jesus has quoted

from an Old Testament passage, the Hebrew text Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia has been consulted in order to understand both the original context of the quote and the Hebraic language connotations of the quote.3
Hebrew words appearing in the study are from this text.

The aim in

studying each passage has been to deal with the text inductively and
exegetically.

Because of this, the primary tools for research have been

the standard tools for biblical language exegesis.

However, some of the

major commentaries have been consulted and their contributions to the

3
study have been noted.

As much as possible, each passage has been

treated as an independent study.

Correlation and integration between

passages has generally been reserved until the final chapter.

The con-

clusions of each chapter are based upon exegesis of the particular text
being studied in that chapter.

Chapter 2

,
YO/<

o.s AS SCRIPI'URE AND PROPHECY

,

Voµ c.s as Scripture
>

John 8:12

eV

Tw
(;.

c/

J;o

0Tc.,

,

,.....

)

f<CH

Note:

r,;

V~~
,

Q

Oc.

a. l'

•••

7e /!°a 7TT~ c

'

/

a VO'f'w 7TtJ V
K

,,

.......

{W

7

~o--rc. Y.

/:i). 78fs

,;fA. a. j) 7V;0 e. a

oI E:" form a unit which can be translated "and also"

or "but also. "

1

The perfect tense of

,

7e:rt°

points

a i17"o.t

to Scripture.
sized by its position.

2

The Pharisees had questioned the validity of Jesus' teaching concerning himself (8:13).

Because He bore witness (vs. 13, p,ap IV,PElS)

of himself, they claimed His witness was not true.
assumed that this implies His witness was false.

It must not be
As Leon Morris points

out, truth from a legal perspective required the substantiation of two
witnesses.3

Jesus noted this legal requirement and in verse 17 He calls

the attention of the Pharisees to the truth which is established by the
witness of two men according to

(cf. Dt. 17:6; 19:5).

two witnesses He refers to are himself and the Father (vs. 18).

The
In com-

bination they form a witness of greater integrity than the witness of
men.

However, the Pharisees were so prejudiced that they refused to see
Jesus argued His defense on their

or accept that witness (vs. 19).

,,

/

It was their v~ o..s

ground by appealing to Voµ o 5 •
/

c

vµ

t: 7

/

(

e;O ~ ) from which He drew support for His position.
4

,

,,..._

7t::

"'

v~ ~ rr;:
/

V'o_.µ os as

5
/

r7~a. lT Tetl

In John 5:39 Jesus

refers to sacred Hebrew Scripture.

describes those opposing Him as searching the Scriptures for eternal
life.

But in the same verse Jesus identifies Scripture as also bearing

witness to himself as the Messiah.

However, they were unwilling to

accept the witness of Scripture as verifying the message of Jesus.

A

narrow crystalized view of Scripture led them to re_fuse to see Jesus as
the fulfillment of Scripture.
"your law" in verse 17.

This is indicated by the reference to

"

Prejudice had limited

v~o5

a legalistic function in their style of religion.

to perform only

Jesus stated a truth

from v~os which they could agree with, but so self-blinded were the
Pharisees that even argument on their own level failed to open their
eyes.

Having established their position, nothing was capable of con-

vincing them otherwise.

Rather than a divine message,

become for the Pharisees a personal

.;

v~o.s

/

v~os

had

limited to human interpre-

tation and application.
John 10:34

~TT€Kf(87

)

"

a.v TOls

c

o

)

....

I7 r:ro1.1..s 1

;

c/

.......

)/

rw

fE TT TCY

07C

'

'

E7w

Note:

The expected answer is yes (

O~/( with the indicative). 4
/

/

The perfect tense (7e7fJo./-/A-t;VoV) with Vo_,µ.t'
cates Hebrew Scripture.

indi-

Psalm 82:6 is the apparent

location of the quote.
Jesus is charged with blasphemy by the Jews and they are ready
to kill Him (10:31-33).

The reason for this is that they recognized Him

only as a man, but He made the claim to be God.

Jesus defended himself

6
by calling their attention to a passage from vo'~os.
the most likely source of quotation.5

Psalm 82:6 is

,

To include the Psalms, Vo_,µ. os

must refer in this instance to the whole of Hebrew Scripture.

, as, Jesus refers to i t as "your I.aw" (""
describing vo,...u
Tt;:J

In

,
'"") .
Voµ-f
v,µwtf

,

Stressing the human ownership of vo_p.. os is a significant point.
compares with similar uses in John 8:17 and John 15:25.
Scripture to be authoritative and unchangeable.

This

The Jews held

Jesus reminded them of

this fact in verse 35 after He had quoted to them a passage from Scripture
in which men were referred to as gods.

In Psalm 82:6 men are called

The context of the verse indicates that the Psalmist is identi-

rJ''7f1<.
~·:

fying the rulers and judges of the nation as gods.

The Brown, Driver,

Briggs lexicon supports the use of human designation in the use of
.I.,

rFi7 ( }«
•

6

1::

Following Jesus' argument, i f men are called gods in "your

Scripture," which you accept as authoritative, why cannot I be called
the "Son of God" (vs. 36).

The argument was on their level from their

From a legalistic perspective (the perspective of the Jews),
Jesus stood vindicated.

However, from the perspective of Jesus' divinity

no justification was needed.

But, the Jews having closed minds to the

truth would not accept even argumentation from their own legalistic
approach as adequate vindication.
to seek Jesus' death (vs. 39),

They were not deterred from continuing

,

Their concept of vo_,t.to5 was limited by

the inability to interpret Jesus as the promised Messiah.

,,

VOµ, of
)

as Prophecy

John 15:25
er

c;Va

c.
(I'

ore..

7

Note:

a.' '4~
.....
":

is a strong adversative conjunction linking to the

thought of verses 22-24.
"they did this"

7

In tra.nslating, something like
C/

should be inserted before c va in order

to provide a main verb which will summarize the action
upon which the result clause is dependent. 8

,

l'"f7a/"~~~05is

e
0

A0

,

r

an attributive participial phrase modifying
C/

0

s.

0 T(..

introduces a g_uote from Scripture.

The g_uoted line occurs in both Psalm 35:19 and 69:4. 9
Psalm 69:4 is more descriptive of Jesus' situation.

,.

In this passage Vo,µ. os is identified with written scripture

,

Vo~ os
)
""
av rw v;

....

is described as belonging to those who hate Jesus ( 7';!
see vs. 24).

"'

VO_,.M. ~

Their hatred for Jesus results in a prophetic

fulfillment (TT A1fc.J9l-~) of scripture.

However, the structure of the

sentence (vs. 25) reveals more than a simple statement regarding pro-.
phetic fulfillment.

Fulfillment brought with it self-incrimination for

those who rejected Jesus.

Beginning with verse 22 Jesus discusses the

inexcusable nature of the hatred directed toward himself.

Jesus identi-

fied their rejection of His teaching (vs. 22) and their rejection of the
testimony of His works (vs. 24) as amounting to sin.
both heard and seen, they had no excuse for their sin.

Because they had
By hating Jesus

without cause, they had fulfilled the prophecy of their own Scripture
(vs. 25).

The degree of inexcusability rested not only upon rejection of

Jesus' words and miracles, but also upon a prophetic fulfillment of that
which they accepted, their Law.

vo,µo
"

s in this context is identified

from the perspective of human ownership.
/

Rather than referring to the

Pentateuch, vo,,.uos refers to the whole of Hebrew Scripture with a

8

special emphasis on the aspect of fulfillment of prophecy.
Matthew 11:13
c

/

o
}

Note :

Vo_..µ.

05

"'
It-.Jo..vvov
)

/JO 't',,.J, ""!/ r~ 7.f<f' o. v

E lT

is aorist and indicates a punctiliar
-"

perspective.

I

and vo_.µ-os are the subjects

7TfJOrf'lfra.l

of the verb.
This passage bears strong resemblance to Luke 16:16. 10 The pri/

mary emphasis of vo,µ. os in Matthew 11 :13 involves its function as
In this function i t is joined by o~ 7T(Jo

prophecy.

rfi ra

The con-

l •

tent of the prophecy involves Christ (ll:J), the kingdom of heaven
(11:12), and John the Baptist (11:14).

Jesus views

/

v~

os

as prophecy

contained in the words of Scripture.
Luke 24:44

FY7f€V

d~

~

OTfTol

c

,

)

\

TT/}oS

a.V- 7oV.S,

\ ,,

oc 1to7oc _p.o-rJ

7/

€. Tt.

;>\

\

wV

<:ru V

(

V_,P

c\

ovs

)

"

€A a A1<1a.

7TjJOS

e

,....

V_,µ.a.s

,,
!. V 1

}

ev

,.

r~

/

v~~

ro~s

••

I

M(A)vr:re w.s

n;oo<}f 7a.l5

Ka<.

Ka.~

~a),µoZs

Note:

rt/f'O-,,P;"' e"Vet as a perfect tense refers to completed
Scripture.

~V has three objects. 7T~"7fJtJ9iva..l is

aorist.
In Luke 24:44 Jesus identifies the three divisions of the Hebrew

9
Old Testament.
the "Writings. ")

( JV a.~_,,a 0;'5 is not a di vision but is the major book in
11

In calling to mind all that He had taught ( ). t To c.. )

the disciples, Jesus indicated that fulfillment (

7T) '7,.0w9f V~t)

terized the relationship between the Scripture (VS. 45,
the events and teachings of His mission.

,

end in fulfillment.

Vo~

r;00..'fcis)

characand

.

All that had been written about

os shares the prophetic function of Scripture

with the writings of the Prophets and the Psalms.
/

mary emphasis in Jesus' use of v~ 05

Prophecy is the pri-

in Luke 24:44.

Chapter 3
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW 5:17-20
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
The immediate context of Matthew 5:17-20 is Jesus' discourse commonly known as the ''Sermon on the Mount."

Matthew's record of the sermon

encompasses nearly all of the fifth, sixth, and seventh chapters.

Verses

5: 1-2 and 7 :28·-29 identify the audience as disciples and multitudes
)/

(o,.rA ol-).

The actual sermon begins at 5:3 and concludes with 7:27.

In the sermon Jesus addresses a number of different topics.

He

commences His discourse by identifying the recipients of blessing (5:312).

Following this Jesus addresses the function and value of "good

works" displayed before men (5: 13-16).

Next comes the section comprising

the major focus of consideration for exegesis (5:17-20).

The transitional

link between 5:17-20 and what has been said up to that point is partially
obscure.

However, transition can be deduced between verses 16 and 17 if

one interpolates from the broader context of Scripture.
I

polation is provided by the prohibition ,µ.'7

Ground for inter-

,

Y~'-r:r.,7e

of verse 17.

Inherent in the prohibition is the possibility that some might misconstrue
Jesus' mission as being destructive to the validity of
7Tf7 of"'!" ra l.

"
Vo_.P-

o.s or

Other scriptures show that indeed some did draw this con-

clusion (e.g., Jn. 5:16f.).

By performing works/miracles on the Sabbath,

Jesus incited the accusation from the Pharisees that He was breaking the
law regarding the keeping of the Sabbath (e.g., Mt. 12:10f.).
J.O

From Jesus'

12
Extended Context
Matthew's record of Jesus' sermon (Mt. 5:3-7:27) shows a
remarkable degree of similarity to Luke's "Sermon on the Plain"

(Lk.

6:17-49). Manson identifies eight parallel passages contained in both
4
sermons.
Along with the many similarities between the two sermons are
a number of dissimilarities in expression.5

The Matthew passage of

5:17-20 does not have a corresponding parallel in Luke's sermon.
a similarity of thought related to
Luke 16 :17.

~

V~os

However,

in Matthew 5:18 is found in

The Lukan passage is treated as a separate study elsewhere.

6

From the perspective of theological emphasis, expressed in the
vocabulary of Matthew, two concepts are particularly pertinent to the
study of Matthew 5:17-20.

One of the expressions which characterize the

'

"'
Gospel is the phrase "kingdom of heaven" ((Jo. lJt.. 11eca.

,...
TwV

' vw....., II').
ov;;a.

The gospel which Jesus proclaims concerns the kingdom (Ht. 4:17, 23).
Parables illustrate the nature of the kingdom (e.g., Mt. 20:lff.).

Mat-

thew is the only Gospel in which the kingdom is described as the "kingdom of heaven. ,,7

The term used in the other Gospels is "kingdom of God,"

but both represent the same concept.
rences of the phrase.

Matthew 5:17-20 contains two occur-

A second theological term characteristic of the

Gospel and evident in the passage of study is the concept of fulfillment.
Matthew shows special interest in identifying the relationship between
the "old" and the "new."

This is expressed by a number of citations of

Old Testament prophecies to which he indicates how they are fulfilled
(e.g., Mt. 1:22ff.; 2:15, 18). In Matthew 5:17-20 Jesus expresses His
relationship to y~os

&nd rr;0ofi Tal as fulfillnent (vs. 17, 77),'!f:JU-a.<.).

The author's interest in the concept is supported by Jesus' use of the
term.

Matthew weaves together the "old and the "new."

t'

vo/<os is

13
representative of the old order while Jesus inaugurates the new.

Textual Observations

,..
7~ 8ov

<'

ore

xa ra.
'

,.1; o-eu
,

ToV

JI

"'1

Vo,µov

'\

To ?.f5

,

/

P"'l with the aorist subjunctive

Note:

)""o~c<l'1 re

with the sense of stop before beginning.
"ingressive aorist ... 9

A~

/(a. la.

O-a.

8

prohibits

'1
7.:\0011'
(j

is an

c.. with respect to

vo",M-o.s is "culminative. 1110
,.,.

)

l?b

....

'tl9ov

OVK

Note:

O~I\

as a strong negative is "objective and final. ,,ll

The same notes attached to
l?a app~y here as well.

TTA117/:Jrra.l

'
/a.r°

18
(/

)

c t.iJ" /(A

'"

.I

o.

Note:

/

/

K€(Jata

~<..a.

)

\

a.rro

)\

t;tll"

1112

~

O'tf ~"'?

Ews

~AAa: is a strong adversative.

\

'

in

t.r,,.e.i-l v 1

)\

"'!

EV

"'

and Ka7a..A-VO"'o.l

,..

(

/

>tt:rw
c\

"1
7'A8ov

is an "ingressive aorist.

~..... lTa/)~>.9;7

E(,.J .s

"
71/~,.,.owcr~c...

)

a.AA~

xa.rGt"1vO-eH

/

rt: V(
;I

7Ta..VTa..

./

"""'7 v adds

Ta.c....

(/

emphasis.

,,,,

ew.5 a.. II occurs twice and intro/

duces preconditions.

1Ta/eA9iJ

as an aorist subjunctive

1
paints to the contingency of a future culminative action. 3
The same applies to
.

,,
19a

OS

tic nega t ion.

'

)
Gav

/

)

,.

7t: V"'J rat., ov ~1

is a very empha-

14
f'OVTwV

14

Note :

b~

do:V

introduces the protasis of a conditional clause , l5

/

>.v-rr....,
t.

identifies a less serious action than Ka7a."1;0-<H--

in verse 17.

16

/

).vo-'!1
L

"ingressive.

1117

is "culminative" while

Jc Ja'J"'l

is

t.

~~ ~ c_ O-o.s

receives emphasis by being

first in the clause.

is future tense.

19b

c'

Note:

J

os

>"

I

o \/ begins another slightly adverse conditional
~

I

d<-Jo.
J

G

'~

...\vo-:1, .. de-cfa.597 (vs. 19a) and TTt1L...,r;;r~

clause .

'

(7

"
Ao.x
c v-

/

I

G

are balanced pairs.
Ta..5

(vs. 19a).

'I

~ "'7

t

...

"

_,µ~7as is opposite
f) 7"lrE-

7a.l

is repeated.

l'
07(.
)

/

\

6a.V

Note:

7Te;0 c er i:r eu

/A- (

} '

EGtV

rr:;

"

(.

v,,..awv

/

,,M-"7 is translatable "unless,"

tasis of a conditional clause.

ff;1

18

and begins the pro-

E;: o Y

is comparative,

"more than. 1119
\

€l5

20b
Note:

}

otr

"

,,P-"'7 is an emphatic negative which also occurs in verse

18.

' ,,

cc.t:Te)i87r~ is an "ingressive aorist," but being

in the apodosis it represents a future condition.

20

Exegetical Discourse
)

/

ve_;µos

and

I7

~

<rovs

What is the relationship between

v~o.s and 'I"'/ tro vs? Jesus

expected His audience of disciples and multitudes (5:1, 7:28) to ask that

q_uestion.

In fact, the tense and mood of ".;«-~

15

,,,

\

V<µ<c0"7T<=" (vs. 17,

aorist, subjunctive) expresses a prohibition with regard to one possible
conclusion to such inq_uiry.

To some it might have appeared that Jesus
;"

was on a collision course with

Vo_,M-- ()

:s.

Before they could come to that

conclusion, Jesus expressed a prohibition exhorting them not to consider
it.

Jesus wanted them mentally to eliminate any consideration that He

came to "do away with, abolish, annul, or make invalid" 21 (

K a.la~;

rr a.'-

) the Law or the Prophets.

'I' {)
"?A
ov

The basis for the prohibition

is stated in l?b as an objective fact (i.e., with the indicative mood).
He came not to do away with (
>
'
fill ( a.AAO.

)
ov1<

1'

'7A9ov

....

l(ara~vO-etL ) but to ful-

"" tra.L).
7T X;/t.V

Both Ka.Ta

A;!ra..L

and ,,-)."'!j>~<rtH are aorist infinitives.

The first expresses more of a culminative act, and the second should be
considered ingressive.

The culminative aspect of Ka7a..

A.;ira1 is

evident

in the validity and stability which Jesus attached to the smallest

' ,,..

,,,

elements of the Law (vs. 18, ct>Jra. andKf!f..fJa..co.).

was valid, and one did not destroy it a piece at a time.
least significant was attack on the whole.

1r).,17; ()a.L

involves the mission of Jesus.

,.

The whole of v~o.s
Attack on the

The ingressive character of
The fact that Jesus came

was an act of fulfillment, but the completed process was still in progress,

Only the beginning of fulfillment was accomplished in Jesus'

coming.
Jesus anticipated only two conclusions which others might conceive regarding His relationship to
positive.

,.

vo~o~

, one negative and the other
I'

The negative view saw Jesus as destructive to vo_;Uc.S.

negates this deduction at the start.

Jesus

Eliminating the possibility of a

negative relationship between himself and v~os , Jesus describes the

16
positive potential as fulfillment ( 71)

71' ~ 7"~ 1.).

Arndt and Gingrich

identify three possible interpretations for 7Tt17)'~0-~l in this context:
(1) fulfill in the sense of "do, carry out," or (2) "bring to full
expression, show it forth in its true meaning," or (J) in the sense of
22
"fill up, complete."
Applying the first definition to the text, Jesus
is saying that He did not come as a law-breaker but as a law-doer.

The

evidence of Jesus' compliance with the requirements of the I.aw is indicated in the extent of the opposition aimed at Him by the Pharisees.
Their accusations were few and represented more differences of interpretation rather than disregard for the I.aw (e.g., Mt. 12:1-14).

Applying

the second definition to the context, Jesus fulfilled the I.aw by interpreting its meaning beyond the legalism of the day.
expanded interpretation follow in Matthew 5:21-48.

Examples of this
In each case, Jesus

begins by stating a legal requirement (5:21, 27, Jl, JJ, J8, 4J) to
which He then adds an interpretation intended to bring out the true
intention of the legal principle.
interpreting the spirit of the I.aw.

Fulfillment is achieved by Jesus in
Applying the third definition of

rr)"'/,P/:;<raL to the text, the idea of completion is conveyed.

In the

examples noted above from Matthew 5:21-48, Jesus by virtue of His divine
authority not only interpreted but expanded the demand for fulfilling
the divine will,expressed by the phrase "But I say to you" (e.g., 5:22,
c

.....

V,P-l V

) ,

Meeting the requirement for righteousness

went beyond legal compliance.
requirement of

Jesus brought to completion the ethical

,,

vo,µ.os, a requirement essential for entrance into the

2
kingdom of heaven (5:20). 3
of 7T A7/ :J<ro..1..- fits best.

In relation to the text, the third definition

The other definitions, while expressing an

accurate relationship between v~o.s

1

and I"1;tro;s, derive their

17
validity more from the broader context of Scripture than this specific
passage.
Jesus upholds the authority of the law and at the same time does
not lessen His own divine authority.

This balance is powerfully conveyed
/

\

in the Greek tenses used in verse 17. ,,.U.""/

Vo/A-l

rr7r& (with the weaker

negative and the subjunctive) denies with hesitancy and uncertainty any
thoughts that Jesus came to lessen in some way the authority embraced in
'

,,

}l

vyov _,,

Scripture ( 70¥

Following this He

states in the indicative mood (with the stronger emphatic negative

'

cn/K )

that He did not come to abolish the authority resident in Scripture but
to fulfill Scripture.
the use of

J.). A;_.

The contrast of the statement is heightened by

Jesus did not view His mission (implied in

7A9 ()

V )

as being in any way a threat to Scripture but in fact the very fulfillment
of Scripture.

Rather than a conflict existing between Christ and Scrip-

ture, there is harmony.

Jesus fulfilled the divine will expressed in

the Old Testament in regard to both demand (the law) and promise (prophecy). 24

What Jesus taught was not a lessening of the requirements of

the law but a redefinition and interpretation which both encompassed and
surpassed the letter of the law.

Jesus gave the law meaning which

extended beyond legalism.
Jesus' high regard and support for the law is evident in verse
18.

}

,,

a._.µ.'}'V at the beginning of the verse and the use of the indicative

( >.:7w)

2

gives a note of seriousness to what Jesus says. 5 Jesus iden-

tifies in this verse what must take place before even the smallest
change will occur in the law.

Two preconditions are identified and

represented by the use of the aorist subjunctive.
"passing away" (

rra..; :). fJ;r )

One involves the

of heaven and earth, and the other involves

18
the "coming to be" ( 7~V7 ra.l ) of all things.

There seems to be a

possibility that Jesus was not considering two conditions that would
allow for a change in the Law, but was only stating the same condition
from two perspectives.

The passing away of heaven and earth would

involve the reversal of creation (see Gen. l:lff.).

This in an escha-

2l:lff.)~

tological framework consummates history (see .B.ev.

The same

climax of history could also be viewed as that point in time when all
things which are destined to occur have come to completion.

Since the

major thrust of Jesus' teaching in verses 17-20 is to uphold the validity
of Scripture, it seems unlikely that He is anticipating the time of its
demise prior to the end of time.

He states that the focus of His mission

is not to do away with the Law but to fulfill it.

If Jesus' mission

posed no threat to the Law, it is inconceivable that any other occurrence
should set the condition for invalidation.
and unchanging character of the Law.

Jesus upholds the validity

Creation itself will come to an

end prior to the smallest change occurring in the Law.
strongly emphasized by Jesus in the placement of

)

......

ltJ7a.

before the verb 26 and the emphatic use of cv' .,P-'1// . 27

That point is
!\

)\

,.

ev ">? ,µc.a..

/

KE:,;:Ja.la.

While the extent

of changelessness in the Law is tied to the continuance of creation, the

' ,.

,,,

degree of changelessness is indicated by the t.tvro. and the KtE/cu.. a.
The cw" ra. is the smallest letter of the Greek alphabet and would be
)

28
equivalent to the Hebrew yod, the smallest letter in its alphabet.
,
What is meant exactly by Ke/:Ja.l a. is debatable, but the essence of its
use by Jesus is in reference to the most minute detail.

29

not only the durability but the unchangeability of the Law.
1

I

"Ja-cvs

complement rather than contradict one another.

Jesus supports

vo".,,,aos and

19

,,

}

and EV /O .,i"t

Jesus, having established the stability and validity of

v~os

,,

in verse 18, supports the authority of

,,

V~o.s

authority of

v~o~

in verse 19.

is resident in the commandments

The

....,
(EV To11 w
)

}

v) of

the I.aw.

The preeminence of commandment in connection with the I.aw is
,,.
indicated in Jesus' uses of vo~o .:s • Jesus uses the word twice in Matthew 5:17-20.

Both occurrences have a related connotation but a little
;'

different emphasis.

In verse 17

V~os

appears in conjunction with

7/

The Greek particle

i

connects the two words.

The

)I

function of "'/ in this instance is to connect "related and similar terms,
where one can take the place of the other or one supplements the other. ,,30
,Vc,µo

s

and

lT,IJO

,/.,A

Y'7

T«<-

used in this manner represented an accepted

way of referring to the whole of Old Testament Scripture.3

1

The second

;'

occurrence of

v~o~

is found in verse 18.

reference to the Prophets.

Here it appears without

Normally when this occurs in the Gospels,

the reference is to the Pentateuch. 32

The Pentateuch contained the

divine imperatives relating to human conduct.

Jesus makes reference to

those imperatives in verse 18, and this is suppcrted by his use of
J

1 "'

~V7011WV

inverse 19.

Not even the least commandment was to be

relaxed nor was the smallest letter to be altered in the I.aw.
Both Jesus and His audience would have been well aware of the
preeminence of the I.aw in God's relationship to Israel.

The commandments

of the I.aw were the standards of obedience expected by God.
sacred and maintained an integral part in Israel's existence.

The I.aw was
It was to

people who had this high regard for the I.aw that Jesus spake the words
of Matthew 5:17-20.

Jesus knew that His audience acknowledged the divine

character of the I.aw, and it was with this knowledge that Jesus showed

20

care not to appear as an innovator of heresy.

'

V ~ p.s an~
/

77 ,(k.. 0--L

o-z,;.a a..

Tc.uV

;\

/

(3

c.

or.

VIA.JV

Jesus presupposed the desire on the part of His audience to enter
the "kingdom of heaven."

Some of the benefits and blessings afforded to

citizens of the "kingdom" were enumerated by Jesus in verses 3-12.
zenship was desirable, but entry was conditional.

A

Citi-

person's relationship

to the commandments of the law was critical not only to his inclusion but
also to his position within the kingdom.

Discussion on this point begins

with verse 19.
Verse 19 begins with the hypothetical pronoun

~~ ~:v )3 He

is described as one who "destroys, brings to an end, abolishes, or does
away with" 34 ( )..,:.rr-:t)
one of the least of the commandments.
t

The use of

~

/

). u rr'7 instead of 1<11.Ta. }v 0-a

'

of action.3 5

(vs. 17) indicates the lesser degree

l.

In this change of verbs resides the lesser authority of

man to undermine the law.

Condemnation comes upon a person not only for

"doing away with" the commandment but also in his teaching others to do
n /
) ,,
likewise. This person will be called least ( X) 1 l7f r:rE T«'- EA a.,.rc 0-Tos)
in the "kingdom of heaven."

A parallel relationship exists between

annulling the least commandment and being called least in the kingdom of
heaven.

}

"'

e /.. a X l. 'Tfo S

means in both situations "very small, quite unim-

6 Two questions arise from the double use of

portant, insignificant ... 3
)

e

"' l
Aa.;,-

0-T o 5.

What does "least

ti

mean in reference to commandments,

and what does "least" mean in reference to the "kingdom?"
With regard to the "least

ti

commandment, the reference is to the

Ten Commandments as those occupying the smallest amount of space. 37 . 'The
reason for this conclusion rests primarily upon the significance given

21

by the Rabbis to the keeping of all the commandments.

A person was

guilty of breaking the commandments regardless of the value placed upon
one commandment in relation to any other.
heaven is intended in this text.

No ranking in the kingdom of

Whoever breaks one of the Ten Com-

mandments will not be least in the kingdom according to rank, he will
not be included at all.

Verse 19 follows a rabbinic form of argument

for supporting the authority of every commandment in the I.aw and the
consequent seriousness attached to the breaking of even the seemingly
. . "f"icant • 38
mos t insigni

The person who does away with the commandment is contrasted with
(

/

serves as the adversative conjunction.
action lead

~

/

the person who obeys ( 'ffol"")!i7)
and teaches (oc cfa. ~-:'!)
obedience.
c
{

C!'c

The consequences of the first

to the position of being least in the kingdom.

of the second results in being called great in the kingdom.

The reward
Behind this

whole discussion of "leastness" and "greatness" in the kingdom of heaven
rests the theological importance of the kingdom.

The kingdom embraces

God's plan of salvation for man.3 9 Inclusion in the kingdom is synonymous with the receipt of salvation.

Therefore, one would wish to be

called great in the kingdom rather than least.

When it comes to a per-

son's own salvation, few if any would intentionally risk being excluded
by only attempting to meet the minimal requirements for "being called
least."
Moving on to verse 20 Jesus addresses directly (in the indicative
mood) an added word about those who will be included in the kingdom.
l I

o 7C

introduces a condition.

J '

e-~

v

.,.µ.r

/

with the subjunctive verb

;'

7Tef1l trrre.vr:r71

indicates the hypothetical nature of the condition.

requirement is for righteousness which exceeds ( 1T~ ~~

<'V)

The

that of the

22
scribes and the Pharisees in order to enter the kingdom of heaven.

The

strength of this requirement is forcefully conveyed by the emphatic pro40
hibition o~ /"_,;.
To understand what Jesus meant by this statement,
the level of righteousness attached to the scribes and Pharisees must
first be established.
of the I.aw.

Both were ideologically devoted to the preservation

The scribes were primarily concerned with the business of

teaching and interpreting the I.aw.

41

The Pharisees were characterized

by a strict adherence to the legal requirements of the I.aw. 42

The

requirement for righteousness which exceeds that of the scribes and
4
Pharisees is not intended to be an attack against them. 3

In verses 21-48

Jesus teaches that meeting the legal requirement of the I.aw is insufficient.

Legalism characterized the attitude of the scribes and Pharisees

toward achieving righteousness.

Righteousness according to Jesus went

beyond legalism to include not only strict outward conformance but also
a right attitude.
(vs. 21).

Murder was wrong according to the scribes and Pharisees

But, Jesus extended the circle of application to include not

only the act but also the attitude (vs. 22).

Entry into the kingdom

required more than legal conformity, it required an inward conformity as
well.

Only the person whose righteousness reaches this level will find

entry into the kingdom of heaven.

The fulfillment which Jesus brought

to the I.aw in no way abrogated it but established it on a deeper level,
the level of inward obedience.
involves continued obedience to

The lifestyle Jesus presents to mankind
both outwardly and within.

Entry into the kingdom of heaven requires it.

Chapter 4
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW 7:12
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
No strong link in thought exists between Matthew 7:12 and the
verses immediately preceeding or following.

Verses 7:13-14 describe in

contrasting figurative speech two alternatives available to mankind and
the imperative to choose the way which leads to life.

The content of

the verses represents a change of topic from the ethical discussion of
verse 12 to the process of choosing a personal lifestyle.
not necessary to link verse 12 with verses 13-14.

Logically it is

Almost the same degree

of independence exists in relation to those verses immediately preceeding
the 12th verse as those following.
related to prayer.

Verses 7-11 form a unified thought

Jesus emphasizes the importance of making requests

known to God and the resulting confidence one can have in God's goodness.
The focus is upon man's relationship toward his fellowman.

Although

there is no necessary logical connection between verses 7-11 and verse
12, the author ties the two thoughts together with the inferential con~

junction ovv

1

This serves to make the example of God's goodness in

dealing with persons who make requests from Him (vs. 11) as an example
or the basis for men to treat each other in similar manner.

The author

has taken two distinct thoughts (vv. 7-11 and vs. 12) and has tied them
together so that the one (vv, 7-11) enlightens and contributes to the
meaning of the other (vs. 12).

T.W. Manson
23

2

and other form critics3

24
view this connection of thought as an interpretation added by the author
of the Gospel rather than a connection directly attributable to Jesus.
They point out that verse 12 appears to be in a more natural context as
it is found in Luke 6:31.

In that context the verse follows the parallel

4 The form critics may be right in their contention,

of Matthew 5:42.

but the exegesis of the verse (vs. 12) is affected little whether or not
it be considered in or out of its assumed original context.

The basic

meaning remains the same.
Extended Context
Matthew 7:12 occurs in the broader context of the "Sermon on the
Mount. "

The verse is commonly referred to as the "Golden Rule . " A more

natural location for the verse would be within the context of Matthew

5:38-48. 5 In that context, Jesus instructs His audience to "turn the
other cheek" and to "love your enemies."

However these instructions do

not attain the universal principle which is enunciated in the "Golden
Rule • "

One commentator views this verse as "the capstone" of the whole

sermon. 6

Whether one agrees with this conclusion or not, the commentator

is right in recognizing the importance of the theme in the "Sermon."
Jesus in a number of ways throughout the "Sermon" focuses upon the proper
character of human relationships.

Matthew 7:12 elucidates a principle

which is well suited to the context of the "Sermon on the Mount."
Textual Observations
12a

Tf a

~

,

V Ta.

OVV

(I'

)

t:J (Ta..

'\

e"a.V

(/

I'

'I

(.

c Vi:l
Note:

C\

O' ~ 11~ 7\~;
0(

The whole clause is the protasis of a conditional
statement.

7

t/

t.. VCA

introduces a substantival clause which
/
8
is in opposition with lTaVTa..

("

12b o v Tws

Kac

...,

...,

(

\

V,# €-lS

7T cl El 7€

25

"

)

av 7ol s ·

(.I

The relative adverb ov- rw.s reflects the condition of

Note:

the protasis in the apodosis,9
}
c

'C'
12cov-/oS

e;(T 7CV

I

Note:

'/"~!°

0

is an illative conjunction introducing a reason.

'c"
OU To5

10

refers to the thought expressed in the preceding

main clause of the sentence. 11
Exegetical Discourse

,,
The occurrence in Matthew ?:12 of
~

oc

rµ>orf Jrac

V9-M-os in conjunction with

,

reflects Jesus' conception of V'~0.5.

Both words

together form the compound predicate nominative of the near demonstrative
......
C

I

pronoun ot.r ros,
or o:

This indicates that Jesus was not considering

Y~os

707" r/> ,Y ra <.

individually but as a single unit of thought.
12
Reference to Scripture as a whole fits this formula.
Recognizing the
unity in conception of

V~ ~

s

and

71fJof>7 ral,

however, does not iden-

tify the specific aspect of Scripture Jesus had in mind.

This must be

11

derived by looking at the content of 12a ( v. , Textual Observations) .
functions as the antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun
content of 12a relates directly to Jesus' conception of
7TfJo

{;7 Tac...

?

()-tr To
I

v~~5

s.

12a
The

and

The theme of 12a involves interpersonal relationships,

more specifically the guiding principle of those relationships.

Focus

upon this theme occupies the center of Jesus' conception of Scripture.
The validity of this conception is obvious to the student of the Old
Testament, for both the Pentateuch and the Prophets deal quite extensively with the subject.

26
The manner in which Scripture addresses the subject of interpersonal relationships underlines Jesus' view of the authority with which

vo".u os
/

is determinative of human conduct.

The "Ten Commandments"

express the negative boundary of God's imperatives for human relationships, "Thou shalt not •..• "

The prophets such as Micah and Amos

foretold the approaching doom resulting from disobedience to the demands
of social justice.

Jesus' audience may be assumed to have been well

aware of the authority of Scripture, a logical presuppcsition.

Jesus

himself recognized Scripture as authoritative and so indicates that
position by pointing to Scripture (12b) as suppcrting the proposition of
12a.

Jesus does not consider himself to have presented anything other

than the essence of scriptural teaching and requirement.

Because Jesus

appeals to Scripture, it may be concluded that He both recognized and
upheld the authority of Scripture in its broader conception and in its
/'

inclusion of
,

Voµos
;

vo~o

I

s .
~

and g:vzo c_s
From the foregoing discussion it has been asserted that Jesus

recognized the authority inherent in vo;u.o s

as part of Scripture.

Along with this recognition it may be asserted that Jesus was aware of
the authority that rested in himself as the Son of God.

The ground for

this assertion rests upon Jesus having begun His formal ministry (Mt.
4:17).

In Matthew 7:12 there is evidence of interaction between these

two positions of authority.

In the interaction, Jesus plays the role of

interpreter and innovator.
As interpreter Jesus was able to distill a major theme from
Scripture and state it in positive and concise terminology.

Instead of

27
a number of separate guidelines for interpersonal relations, Jesus gave
one which He claimed met all the requirements of Scripture.
this kind of interpretive evaluation required authority.

To make

By human stand-

ards such authority can,co..me only with long and studious examination of
the source documents.
Scripture.

No doubt Jesus was a scholar par excellence of

But He had another source of authority of even greater sig-

nificance. He was intimately related to the divine originator of Scripture.

Jesus as the Son of God spoke with the intimate knowledge of

knowing the very mind of God the .one who had inspired scripture.
This was the real source of His authority.

He had authority which super-

seded the authority of Scripture, but He did not contradict it.

He was

able to summarize the essence of Scripture into a concise statement which
did justice to Scripture and at the same time spoke cogently of those
truths to His audience.
While the basic message of Jesus is founded in the essence of
Scripture, Jesus also may be viewed as innovator.

The summation of

interpersonal relationships into the "Golden Rule" finds no exact paral··
lel in early literature.

The rule appears in negative terms widely, but

Jesus is the only one to state it in a positive form.

13 Jesus changed

the focus of ethical action from the limitation of action toward another,
while reflecting upon that which one would not want done to himself, to
the positive initiative of doing to others the same kind of things one
would like to have done to himself.

When a person follows the guidelines

'
of the "Golden Rule," he will not only fulfill the requirements of vy.us
and Scripture but he will have exceeded those requirements.

The new rule

for conduct deals not with limitations but with possibilities for action.
Jesus was the innovator of a rule for living which included the "old"

28
while at the same time superseding it.
)/

f1

and aVO'.s?w 7Tos
Both Jesus and His audience would have acknowledged the authority
which the divine imperatives of Scripture held for man.
one repository of those imperatives.

Jesus' Jewish audience knew that

they were obligated to obey those imperatives.

But, the authority behind

Jesus' teachings would not have been so evident to them.

Jesus showed

great persuasive wisdom in tying His teachings to that which they already
acknowledged.

,,.
V~o

s represented the minimum req_uirement.

Rule" calls for a maximum potential.

The "Golden

The authority behind this new

"Rule" rested in the divine nature of Jesus.

Christians recognize this

authority as making the "Golden Rule" applicable to all people.
The Greek grammar of the "Rule" reinforces the character of its
application for mankind.
the essence of

The fact that Jesus mentions it as summarizing
(.
/
'
(
,,./.,"'
o vq,,µos J(a' oc. 71(Jo 't' i ral reflects the great sig-

nificance which God places upon man's relation to his fellowman.

,,.. 14

inferential conjunction otrv

The

relates the goodness of God toward man

on the vertical plane (vs. 11) as the basis for man's relationships on
the horizontal plane (vs. 12a).

The subjunctive verbs of the protasis

give the clause a hypothetical mood.

It is not how a person is actually

treated that serves as the rule for treating others; but, the guiding
principle is how in one's own mind he would like to be treated by others.
The first step of action is to get a picture in mind of how one would
like to be treated by other men.

Then he applies this in guiding his
/

action toward others.
)

~

The rule applies to all actions ( TTav ra..

...

ct

o Ira.

/

a.v) and to all occasions (indicated by the present tense of the sub-

n /

""'

junctive verbs l7€Aj11€ and 7TtJlW<TtV).

The relative adverb

c/

eJU7tJ.S,

29
"in this manner, 1115 introduces the apodosis clause.
tively

16

protasis.

J<a.<-"'

is used adjunc-

to emphasize the application of the principle expressed in the
Emphasis in the apoGosis is upon the action of the people
(

whom Jesus is addressing,

~

v-,,,,u..etS.

~

The verb

7T()l.

to be in the imperative mood than the indicative.

El 7.e

is more likely

This would be in

keeping with Jesus' repeated use of the imperative within the "Sermon on
the Mount" ( e •g. , Mt. 7: 7) .

The force of the principle of action is

expressed in the imperative mood and is contingent upon mental reflection,
actions are first to be reflected upon.

Reflection involves

hypotheti~

cally placing oneself in the position of receiving the action he intends
to give.

All actions are to measure up to what he would want to receive

himself from others.

The profound significance of this rule rests not

upon restrictions of conduct but upon unrestricted possibilities.

It is

obvious that most people would like others to treat them with respect,
love, friendship, and a number of other desirable attitudes and actions.
The "Golden Rule" takes the ceiling off of doing good to one another.
Jesus issued this imperative to guide the conduct of His audience.
an imperative, it rests upon both the authority of Scripture and the
authority of Jesus' divinity.

As

Chapter 5
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW 12:1-8
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
Matthew 12:1-8 records the first of a series of incidents in
which the Pharisees oppose Jesus (Mt. 12:1-50).

The first two incidents

(Mt. 12:1-8 and 12:9-21) involve controversy concerning the Sabbath.

1

In Matthew 12:1-8 Jesus' disciples are charged with violating the Sabbath
restriction against work.

In the following passage, verses 9-14, the

Pharisees attack Jesus for healing a man with a withered hand on the
Sabbath.

Jesus justifies His action in both cases, and His argument

follows a similar pattern in both cases.

In response to His accusers,

Jesus addresses rhetorical questions to them which anticipate positive
)

agreement, ov with the indicative (vv. 3,4,5,11).

2

The answers to the

rhetorical questions form the foundation of Jesus' argument.

In the con-

troversy, the central issue focuses upon what is acceptable activity upon
the Sabbath in light of the commandment to keep the Sabbath holy (Ex.
20:8-11).

The Pharisees had one interpretation but Jesus another.

Extended Context
Both Mark (Mk. 2:23-28) and Luke (Lk. 6:1-5) contain parallel
passages to the incident recorded in Matthew 12:1-8. 3
word in this study, occurs only in the Matthew passage.

;'

Vo_µ o .S , the key
The actual

speaking of Jesus is much longer in Matthew with several quotes included
in Jesus' reply to the Pharisees which are not recorded in the other
30

Jl
Gospels.

All three Gospels mention the incident concerning David, but

only Matthew makes reference to the priestly functions required to be

5)

performed upon the Sabbath (vs.
(vs.

?).

and the quote by Jesus of Hosea 6:6

Mark includes a passage peculiar to his account that quotes

Jesus as saying, "The Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
Sabbath."

4

This statement is enlightening as possibly the governing

principle in Jesus' interpretation of regulations aimed at keeping the
Sabbath.

A similarity between the three Gospel accounts is found in the

closing remarks of Jesus:

"The Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath."5

In

comparing the parallel passages in Mark and Luke with Matthew 12:1-8,
neither version provides information directly related to the subject of

,,.
Vo,µ. o s •

Their main contribution relates to understanding the regu-

lations concerning the Sabbath.
Textual Observations
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Note:

The three adverbial modifiers identify the time, day, and
location of Jesus' action.
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The aorist participle c CJ o v res

Note:

indicates the Pharisees

were "observing" prior to addressing Jesus.
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The fact that the disciples belong to Jesus is emphasized
by the subject preceding the verb.

The action of the

disciples is emphasized by the repetition of the verb
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The question mark reflects the continuation of the rhetorical questioning posed by Jesus in Ja, and again He
expects an affirmative answer.
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The question of .3a is repeated for a second argument of
defense.
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Jesus picked an illustration in defense that addressed
the major point of the accusation by the Pharisees, that
the disciples were working on the Sabbath (see 2b;
/

tra.;J,P cz. frl v).

The effect of the priestly action

"" r:r c. V) corresponds to the charge brought against
( (3 G $i ?iov
the disciples.
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Note:

The present tense marks a change in Jesus' argument.
now addresses the accusers .
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That which is greater than the temple is present while
Jesus speaks and is neuter in gender.
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Note:

/

e (Vw KE'

stands in sharp contrast to the rhetorical
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The innocent are both

the priests (5b) and the disciples.
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as a conjunction sums up the basis for the innocence

of the disciples.
Exegetical Discourse
/

/

vc;,.a o s

and

r:r 0.1~8 a rov

As a preliminary to understanding how Jesus makes use of
it will be helpful to explain the situation He faced.

"'

v~

os,

He and His dis-

ciples were walking through a field on the Sabbath,when motivated by
hunger, the disciples proceeded to pluck and to eat the grain.

Some

Pharisees, who were observing the disciples, saw the action of the disciples as a violation of the fourth commandment (Ex. 20:8-11) which
prohibited work on the Sabbath.

The actual taking and eating of the

grain was permitted in the Law (Deut. 23:25), but the accusation of the
Pharisees centered upon i t being done on the Sabbath (vv. la, 2b).

The

Pharisees focused upan the act rather than the motivation leading up to
the act.

Matthew in his retelling of the incident rightly precedes the

act with a verb describing the motivation.

Work for the sake of work

was not the motivation of the disciples but hunger, physical need.
was failure to consider the motivation behind the act which brought
rebuke from Jesus upan the Pharisees (Mt. 12:7).

A combination of

It
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prejudice against Jesus and predetermined legal casuistry blinded the
Pharisees to more important considerations.
Although the real problem confronting Jesus in the charge of the
Pharisees was rigidity and coldness in their attitude, Jesus responded
to their charge with an appeal to Scripture.

Jesus answered the accusers

with two rhetorical questions asking them if they have not read about
David and the priests.

The expected answer is "yes, we have read."

In

the case of David, Jesus calls their attention to an incident in which he
did what was "unlawful" for him to do.

The corresponding points of com-

parison between David's actions and the actions of the disciples are_
shown as follows:
Disciples
I

Motivation: l!:TltElVet
)

Action:

)

<Ta V

(lb)

Motivation:

~

va.<r6-V(3b)

Action: E rf o.. /O V (4a)

(lb)

Working on Sabbath

Violation:

(Ex. 20:8-11)
Verdict:

i::fft:l

} I

/

ElTIJc.elV

Violation:

David
---

/

Eating Shewbread
(Lev. 24:5-9)

Guilty, according to

Verdict:

Justified, according to
Scripture (I Sa. 21:1-6)

Pharisees (2b)

Jesus points out that the motivation in the two cases is iden- tical, and the corresponding actions which followed also were identical.
Both the disciples and David violated a legal regulation.

The verdict

passed upon the disciples for their action by the Pharisees was "guilty,"
Jesus assumed that the Pharisees would not be so hard upon one of Israel's
greatest national heroes.

In fact, according to Scripture (I Sa. 21:1-6~

the priest gave the bread to David

because he needed bread for a special

commission from the king (I Sa. 21:2), and because David assured

36
the priest that he and his men had kept themselves holy (I Sa. 21:4,5).
On the basis of these two considerations, the prohibition against eating
the bread was lifted.

David and his men were justified because of a

higher need or principle.

Jesus saw that a basic element of the higher

principle which justified both David and His disciples rested upon the
need for food.

This appeal to the precident set by David from the

"Prophets" (Samuel is part of the prophetic tradition in the Hebrew
Bible) 7 served as one argument in vindicating His disciples.
weightier argument comes in Jesus' appeal to
tative division of Hebrew Scripture.
In the appeal to

,,
Vt:J_,M.o

"'
V~o

The

.s , the most authori-

8

.s , Jesus once again asked a rhetorical

question which expected an affirmative answer.

The charge against the

disciples involved the breaking of the- fourth commandment regarding the
prohibition against work on the Sabbath. Jesus called attention to the
fact that along with the prohibition against work, the Pentateuch
re~uired

priests to work on the Sabbath in order to prepare and offer

sacrifices (Nu. 28:9-10).

This amounts to a conflict within the Law

regarding the performance of work upon the Sabbath.

The Pharisees would

have been aware of this conflict and the pattern followed in settling
such cases was called gal wahomer.9

This was a well known rabbinic her-

meneutic for deriving a rule from Scripture.

It recognized that some

aspects of the Law carried greater weight than others.

In the situation

of the priests, the performance of the ritual of sacrifice was weightier
than the prohibition against work.

In cases of conflict T.W. Manson says

"The general principle for interpretation of the Law is that positive
commandments for which a definite time is prescribed take precedence of
the Sabbath law if the two happen to clash. 1110

Manson also points out
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that the many rules which developed concerning the keeping of the Sabbath
were derived by inter:polation and were passed down tb:oough.oral;tr,adition.

The majority of Sabbath regulations consisted of "ancient cus11
I'
tom hallowed by long observance."
By appealing to vo_,.uos, Jesus

called in question not the validity of the Sabbath commandment but the
principles upon which the Pharisees had constructed their regulations
regarding the keeping of the Sabbath.
identify the weightier aspects of
the disciples.

The Pharisees failed properly to

/

and the situation involving

vo_..aos

Jesus elaborates upon these two deficiencies in verses

6-8.
Part of the Pharisees' problem was that they had failed to recognize that something greater than the temple was present (vs.

6).

Work

was justified for the priests because it was part of the temple worship.
Jesus identified the actions of the disciples within a context that
exceeded the weight of temple service.
text as service in the Kingdom of God.

T.W. Manson identifies this con12

Service in the kingdom was

greater service than service in the Temple.
precedence over Sabbath rules.
with the neuter gender of

,P.- e~ ~

It was service which took

This identification of the Kingdom fits

a use consistent with the cen1
trality of the Kingdom in Jesus' ministry. 3 Jesus and His disciples
0 11 ,

were busily involved in the work of the Kingdom.

This dedication

may have precipitated the need to pluck grain on the Sabbath to satisfy
their hunger.

However, a major problem with the identification of_µ.El?ov

with the kingdom is the feminine gender of /Jo.rrt.

At:(. Ct

•

While identifi-

cation of "something greater than the temple" fits appropriately Hith
"kingdom work," conclusive evidence for correlation is lacking.

In any

case, for the sake of Jesus' argument it is only necessary to recognize;

J8
first, something could be greater than the temple (2 Chr. 6:18; Is.
66:1-2; Mt. 12:41-42); and secondly, it was present.

Because it was

present and because the disciples were involved in it; they were justified by virtue of its

weightier character.

The vagueness of

µ..e.'l?ov

was probably intended by Jesus.

It

fits with the references to himself in the third person as the "Son of
Man."

Because the Pharisees were blinded by their prejudice in per-

ceiving Jesus as the Messiah, they also failed to recognize that which
was "greater than the temple."

Their goal was to discredit Jesus.

If

Jesus had been more explicit, He would have served their purposes more
than His own.

By calling their attention to an exception to the fourth

commandment, one which they would support, Jesus presented a challenge
to the Pharisees to apply the gal wahomer hermeneutic to the present
situation.

He was challenging them to recognize who He was and what He

had come to do.

But, their lack of belief blinded them to those reali-.

ties as exemplified in Matthew 12:24 when they accused Him of casting out
demons by the pm-:er of Beelzebul.

In Jesus' use of

/

v~c:i.s

there was

more motivation than trying to justify His disciples actions.

Jesus was

communicating to the Pharisees on a level which they understood.

He

began with what they knew, the Law, and challenged them to accept that
which was "greater than the Temple."

Used in this context,

/

~_,,uos

became

a tool, a point of reference, useful in communicating Jesus' message.

/

V~µos

and

II?/ CJo vs
""'

Jesus upheld the authority of
12 :1-8).

As was mentioned earlier,

division of Hebrew Scripture.

vo,µ.o..s in this passage (Mt.
I

vo,,.uos was the most authoritative

In answering the Pharisees, Jesus conspic-

uously avoided saying anything which could be taken to invalidate the

39
fourth conunandment.

By pcinting to an exception (vs.

mandment, He sustained the author.ity of

I

vo~os.

this way Jesus avoided a conflict, :between His own

within

,
Voft o.s.

.5 •

to the com-

by finding suppcrt for

the vindication of His disciples within the context of

"
the authority of Vo,µ()

5)

,

vo~os

divine~

.

14

In

authority: and

The precedent for exception was contained

Jesus applied the principles involved in the vindi-

cation of the priests to the situation of His disciples and found them
innocent.

It was an innocence not by special exception but by the intro-

duction of greater evidence.

The nature of the work done by the priests

in the Temple was surpassed by the task of which the disciples were a
part.

yo,,,a- o s

remained as authori ta ti ve as ever.

The only change

involved the introduction of new data, new data in the form of the revelation of a new stage in God's dealings with humanity as inaugurated by
the presence of Jesus Christ into the world.
To the Pharisees, this new information and its application in

,
the light of their tradition and understanding of
been quite threatening.

vo~o..s

must have

Their failure to accept Jesus as the Messiah

and Son of God conditioned their acceptance of what Jesus was trying to
teach them.

To them, Jesus must have seemed to be in direct conflict

with the authority of

,
Vo_,4..tos

conflict could be seen.

;

but to the believer, harmony rather than

Jesus was working with levels of authority

rather than conflicts of authority.

It is only in peer organization

that the various compcnents of authority conflict with one another.

It

would be incomprehensible to view God as initiating this kind of chaos.
Jesus pcssessed authority and
ruled the other.

,

vo~o5

pcssessed authority; neither over-

This is shown in Jesus' response to the Pharisees.

The

Pharisees were probably expecting conflict so they could discredit Jesus.

40
Jesus skillfully avoided a confrontation of authority in a way which
preserved both the validity of
authority.

"'

v~os

and also introduced His own

Jesus' own claim to authority is stated in verse 8.

Jesus was speaking of himself when He stated that the Son of Man
was Lord of the Sabbath.
implies authority.
over

,,

v~o..s

1

5

The pasition of lordship by definition

It is significant that Jesus did not claim lordship

but over the Sabbath.

conflict with vci,,,u os.

Once again Jesus avoided authority

The basis of Jesus' authority over the Sabbath

rested upan the comp:i.rison drawn in verse 6.

The priests were obeying a

precept within the law which was more urgent than the injunction against
work.

Their tasks on the Sabbath contributed to the pasitive side of

the fourth commandment, that of keeping it a holy day (Ex. 20:8).

They

were performing work not for their own benefit but in the service of God.
Jesus as the Son of God sent into the world to bring about its redemption
was engaged in the highest and greatest of service to God.

Jesus worked

not for himself but only in behalf of God's plan for His life.
"holy man" on a "holy mission."

He was a

With those credentials, He could do no

injustice to a "holy day," the Sabbath.

Jesus claimed lordship over the

Sabbath but not over v'cJ/L os.

The hermeneutic which Jesus illustrated regarding
been mentioned previously.

vo~os

has

Jesus called attention to the fact that

within the Pentateuch there were commands which appeared contradictory.
When this occurred, the higher requirement took precedence. Jesus
applied the same principle to all of God's requirements, as illustrated
in His quotation from the "Prophets" (Mt. 12:7; Ho. 6:6).

The quotation

highlights the problem characterized by the accusation of the Pharisees.

41
Their problem was based not upon inadequate knowledge of what was written
)

in Scripture (the question

ov-J<

,;

)

a.V'tE/VWT€,

vv. 3,5) but upon their

failure to prioritize properly the requirements of Scripture.
points out this deficiency with the pluperfect tense of'. "€~
}

Jesus

Ji:

;'

ErVW/\€lTt::" (vs. ?a).

That which they should have known was the

priority requirement found in Hosea 6:6.
Looking at the quote in the context of the Old Testament illuminates the charge Jesus brought against the Pharisees.

The quote came

from a passage in which God was addressing the divided kingdoF
and Judah (Ho. 6:4-6).

of Israel

In verse 4 God expressed exasperation about the

transitory character of the people's loyalty to Him.
loyalty is described by the word T rJ (}.

The nature of that

Their I C1 n was deficient.
·:

·.·

compared to the loyalty shown by Gomer toward Hosea (Ho. 1:2).

It

The

people still were engaged in the pretext of worshipping God through the
offering of sacrifices, but their / D n was like a morning mist which
•,'

~·

quickly disappeared as the sun rose in the morning (vv. 4,6).
characterized the people's worship of God.

16

They were not lacking in

the area of sacrifice; that was not the problem.
their loyalty.

God's

judgment was that their

desired than sacrifice.

The problem was with

I'? t:} was

more to be

He did not invalidate the value of sacrifice,

but He prioritized 7 C7 n above sacrifice.

...

Hypocrisy

'.'

...
...n defined

7 0

in the context

of Hosea 6 :4,6 refers to "covenant loyalty;" although, another aspect of

/ ~ q involves

the concept of "mercy. 1117 Both meanings are pertinent.

Loyalty to God plus mercy shown to a fellowman is more preferable than
sacrifice by itself.
The preference of 70n
,, ,, over sacrifice was acknowledged by Jesus,

..

and He uses the quote from Hosea for the purposes of His own argument.

42
The Pharisees demonstrated great zeal for the Sabbath regulations, as
shown in their condemnation of the disciples; however, they failed to
;I

demonstrate the higher quality of ~A

t!f

os

or TOn.

·.· ·.·

They demonstrated

a lack of "mercy" by failing to consider the physical need of the disciples, their hunger; and, they demonstrated a lack of "covenant loyalty"
by rejecting Jesus as the Messiah.
importance to them.

18

Sabbath regulations were of greater

Misplaced priorities were at the root of their prob-

lem.
Jesus illustrated by reference to Vo_.,,u os and by reference to
the "Prophets" that some divine imperatives ranked in importance over
others.

This did not negate the validity of the lower imperative except

as required to accomplish the higher.

In Matthew 12:1-8 Jesus taught

that proper application of prioritizing made work on the Sabbath permissible for meeting physical need.

Jesus also taught that the practice of

showing mercy toward another surpassed the requirement for keeping the
Sabbath and for the offering of sacrifices.

In application, one may

break the Sabbath or sacrificial requirement of
of showing mercy.

,,
V<',..,U"'J'

for the purpose

Jesus does not reveal in this passage every priority

rating within v""'_,.u o5

,

but He does establish a hermeneutic which allows
/

conflicts between divine imperatives to be reconciled.

TT;>o

¢7

Tal

priorities.

vo,,,u-of

and

are both instrumental in discovering God's requirements and

Chapter 6
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW 22:34-40
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
The incident with the lawyer recorded in Matthew 22:Jl.J· is one
example of an incident in which Jesus was quizzed by opponents.

Just

prior to the incident with the lawyer, Matthew records two other
encounters.
Caesar.

Verses 15-22 involve the question of paying tribute to

Following this, the Sadducees question Him about the nature of

the resurrection (vv. 22-33).
law (vv. 34-40).

Then comes the passage related to the

Finishing up the series is a passage in which Jesu,s

questions the Pharisees and brings to an end the efforts by His opponents
to discredit Him (vv. 41-46). 1

In each of these incidents, Matthew

records Jesus as having the final and decisive reply to the questions
addressed to Him.

Jesus avoided the traps placed before Him in such an

impressive manner that He finally put His testers to silence (vs. 46).
The unity among the various passages rests in the parallel attempts to
trap Jesus with words.

Beyond this unifying element, each passage

centers upon a specific question and represents a separate unit of
thought.
Extended Context
The encounter with the lawyer as recorded in Matthew (22:34-40)
has somewhat similar incidents recorded in Mark (12:28-34) and in Luke

(10:25-28).

In all three passages quotations are taken from Deuteronomy

43

44

6:5 and Leviticus 19:18.

Jesus quotes the verses in the Matthew and

Mark accounts, but the lawyer quotes the passages in Luke's version of
the incident.

In each case the emphasis of the Gospel writer adds a

slightly different flavor to the story.
Textual Observations

)

/

av7o.
)

Note:

The action of the aorist participle

/

~Ntn.ri:raVTe.5

denotes

the event which precipitated the gathering together.

The

substance of their hearing involved Jesus' silencing of
)
\
' } ,,
the Sadducees (vv. 23-33). €7TC. ro av-ro refers to
the incident.
\
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points to verse
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Note:

34

for the motivation behind the

)

questioning ( tTT/jJ~T";O-c-V).

The present participle

7/eC.j? C:.. ~?JV indicates that the "testing" occurred simul/

taneous with the question.

v~.t.u

Kos without the

article stands in contrast to the article with the Phari-

34. The Pharisees were the major actors,

sees in verse
the

/

served only as spokesman.

v~ l.l<OS

/
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37

. ..

}

Th

A'7 .

r

I

.f'V,.Ol oV
....,

A/aff70-tclS

:;~"'!

)

€V

u).

€V

0

/(o/7dt,.f

T-:J
c

1<01..
)

.,

"7
l

QEC:V

7oV

"1

(/cJV

rrov

0-bv

~i

C)! Vfi;'l

17"'

de a..vo: a

\

kac_
I

(~

q-0 v .
,,.
I
'
The verb a ra7T'7 \/"'et- s has no separate subject.

€V

Note:

0

'1

L

L

The

three prepositional phrases modify the verb.
begins all three prepositional phrases.

/To V

occurs 4

times.

'

)
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(

€CT rc.Y
Kai
/

(/

Note:

av- Tj refers to verse

37.

specific in contrast to the unspecific question of verse

,,..

36.

Jesus adds the adjective 7Tj?WT7 in conjunction

with~

39a

(

,.

cJ £ V T € j?t:<.

e-ra >. 7 .
/

(

d~

"'-

o_,,M

..

o c.

a

) ,,

a 1/ r;1

/

r:fc.v 7~?o.

Note:

,

follows 77jJw

r7

I

(vs. 38).

c

o,,µ..

/
o ca is a

,.,

aV-T"? refers to the commandment in

predicate adjective.

(

verse 37.

'

/t;V
(

~~ j7 0-t- o V
/

,

CTc;

v

0--~ozr r~v.

tAJ.s

c

The verb is the same as in verse 37. l<.JS is a relative adverb

Note:

.
.
t•ion. 2
which functions as a compara t ive
conJunc

40

EV

/

TOV7ct.lS

""

Tals

'
\
dv crcv

""

€ VTo ,~oc.s

46
c
t)

Kt:H

o/
dvO-i~V

Note:

77;0

follows

o

!i7re< l.

7!pJr'7 (vs. 38) and dEvTc-;a.. (vs. 39a).
~

/

being singular,

KjJE,,.,<A-o... Ta.l

intended subject.
and

V<::>/( o.>

is probably the

If the writer had intended to consider

71;0 o Ci I

I "

Ta l as a singular sense , logic

would assume that the verb not come between them.3
seems probable that

c

oc..

,~

'f'i{'O

¢

i

7aL

It

is an after thought,

4

Exegetical Discourse
/

/

l(cgo>
and
,,.

VOµ
L/(OS
,,.
/

The Vofa-<--l<t:JS (vs. 35) approached Jesus with a question
(

concerning o

/

v~_,,u..oJ.

Matthew viewed the question as arising out of

the general opposition of the Pharisees to Jesus' ministry
22:15, 23, 34, 46).

The present participle Tr~

(see Mt.

e.pa't"'·"/ (vs. 35) indi/

cates that a "testing" accompanied the question pased by the
More than just information was desired.

Vt>,.#-t-Ko

>,

The questioner was a Pharisee,

but also one who was "learned in the I.aw • .. 5 He was an expert with regard
to the contents of

/

V()/-"-05.

His expertise in the I.aw made him an appro-

priate choice from among his colleagues to address the question to Jesus.
If Jesus should answer inappropriately, he would undoubtedly be able to

catch Him in His error.
Knowing the intent behind the question leads to inquiry regarding
the nature of the "test,"
rigorism. 116

The Pharisees prided themselves in

11

legalistic

Their casuistic zeal led to the construction of an oral

legal tradition.

They were noted for strict accuracy in interpreting

47
Scripture and an equally strict adherence in observing its precepts.?
In regard to the I.aw, tradition recognized 613 individual statutes of
8
. h 248 consis
. t e d of command s and 365 of pro h.i b.i t ions.
.
wh ic

In view of

,,,
this great number of commandments within vo.,,..u .s , the intent of the
t::)

question becomes clearer.

Which of the 613 was the greatest? Evaluation

of commandments would not have been an unfamiliar concept to the lawyer.
The experts in the law evaluated commandments by considering some "light"
or "small" in importance and others "weighty" or "great" in importance. 9
The basis for making this evaluation rested either upon the degree of
demand for obedience or upon the degree of penalty for disobedience.
But, even though the commandments were evaluated according to this scale,
no one was released from strict compliance to the total requirements of
the I.aw.

10

In consideration of this background information about the

Pharisees, it appears that the questioner was seeking to draw Jesus into
the casuistic morass which characterized Pharisaism.

However, Jesus

a voided such entanglement by evaluating the commandments not upon the
basis of "demand or possibility for atonement" but upon the will of God. 11
The Pharisees focused upon those requirements which were easily measurable
visibly.

Jesus placed the greater requirement upon an inner condition,

a condition not easily measured by men but knowable by God.

Both the

/

"questioner" and Jesus had the commandments of vc,µ.o.s in mind in their
short discourse.

The commandments as legal requirements and regulating

outward conduct was the focus of the "questioner."

In contrast, Jesus

identified two commandments applicable to a person's inner disposition,
/

and He identified them as comprizing the great requirement of

vc~os

From the previous discussion concerning the Pharisaic view of

.

48
/

/

vo~o.s-

, i t is obvious that vo,...ao.s was both extremely important and

authoritative for the Pharisees.

Jesus did not invalidate either the

,,,

importance or the authority of vo_,,u os
tioning.

in His response to the ques-

While the Pharisees viewed Jesus as a threat to the status

quo as they conceived it, Jesus viewed His teaching as compatible and
consistent with Scripture.

He cited two Old Testament texts from the

Pentateuch ( vcfa,o s) as stating the great requirement of Vo~ o s.

It

required a person to love God (Deut. 6:5) and to love his neighbor (Lev.
,/

19:18).

Upon these two requirements hung (Kf'<E/A-a.Tat) all the other

commandments, even the requirements expressed in
two functioned like the hinges on a door.

12

o~ 71/7o<f i rat .

The

Without hinges a door falls.

Without love for both God and neighbor, the law had no support.

As

useless and ineffective as a door without hinges, so was the law without
love for God and neighbor.

While recognizing the critical importance of

these two commandments, the importance of the door must not be overlooked.
Jesus by identifying the greatest did not depreciate the least.
hinges and doors, both are essential and both are valid.
teaching what might be called a "hinge theology."
together.

They complement each other.

Like

Jesus was not

Hinges and doors go

The priority motivation of love

for God and neighbor expressed itself in the fulfillment of the other

,,,.

requirements of Vo/A-as.

Love described an inner disposition, a dispo-

sition which Jesus identified as the crucial motivational factor in all
relations to God and neighbor.

Jesus did not use His authority as Son

,
of God to invalidate

V0/"-05

but to interpret and identify the foun-

dation upon which all ethical requirements were built.
/

)

/

Vo,.<.< as and E VT o d?:/

'

\

/

The existence of divine imperatives ( evro11-,) is the basis for

49
Christian ethics.

Ethics as a philosophical discipline is rooted in the

existence of "rightqand "wrong.

II

For the Pharisees and Jesus, vo,,ac:>s

served the function of identifying the character of "right" and "wrong"
in the sight of God.
conduct.

The divine imperatives were given to guide human

When the Pharisee asked Jesus which was the great commandment,

he was asking Jesus a question related to ethics.

The question, however,

did not deal in categories of "right" and "wrong," but was confined to
discussion within the realm of right behavior.
are aimed at right behavior.

All divine commandments

But, within this broad category of permis-

sibilit:>j which "right" behavior is most impartant?
Pharisee, "which is the great commandment?"

In the words of the

Jesus responded to the

question with an answer that stands as the foundation of Christian ethics.
In its simplest form, what does God require of man? The religious

,,

v~o5

zealots of Jesus' day found within
requirements.

613 statutes describing God's

Jesus picked out two requirements upan which all ethical

action could hang.

He dealt with the category of motivation rather than

mere action itself.

Love was to be the motivation for all actions, both

vertically and horizontally.

Love your God and love your neighbor.

Love

was the greatest requirement of v~os , and love was the foundation of
the ethical system which Jesus taught.
at the center of all actions to be

11

Action motivated by love must be

right."

Hate, or greed, or selfish

interest as a motivating factor makes any activity, no matter how good,
unethical.
neighbor.
love.

The only ethical motivation is that of love for God and
This affirmation leads to inquiry as to the exact nature of

A closer look at the specific commandments in both Greek and Hebrew

sheds some light.
In Matthew 22:37-38, Jesus quotes from Deuteronomy 6:5 and labels

50
/ l

/

it the great (,µ..era/17) and first (7!j7wr7) commandment.
identifies the commandment with the question of the

/

Vo_,M-c.l<oS

(vs. 36).

/

rr/lW '"'! should be considered not to indicate first in importance but
I'

first in a series ( dt=v re:pa_
series).

in verse 39 identifies the second in the

The quote formed part of the Shema, a portion of Scripture

1
repeated twice daily by every Israelite. 3

Placed in this position of

prominence in daily worship, the commandment which Jesus was quoting was
not from some obscure passage of Scripture.

14

The title for the recitation, Shema, comes from the first word
of Deuteronomy

6:4. 1 5 Shema is the imperative form of the Hebrew verb

Verse 4 emphasizes the oneness and uniqueness of God.

"hear,"

contains the commandment which Jesus quotes.
by

J

Verse

5

The verb ..l 111( is preceded
-r

consecutive and is g_al perfect, second person, masculine, singular

in form (f'-1-~ If. 7).

While the verb is not imperative, the

?

consecutive

functions to continue the imperative nature of the preceding verse (vs.

4) . l6

The verb retains its pe rf ect connotations as the "perf ec t of cer-

titude • .,l?

The

7 gives

to the verb the sense of "a nascent action to be

viewed as advancing to completion. 1118

Stated more concisely, the verb

indicates the beginning of an action which, though not yet completed,
indicates a certitude regarding completion.

The commandment is requiring

commitment "to love" God from the present until a time of completion is
reached, a completion which will never occur.

It will never occur because

love for God never reaches a point of completion.

Added to this timeless

character of love is the inclusiveness of the elements of humanity
involved in the loving process.

The totality of human commitment is

indicated by the preposition "all" (

;r{xk(·

;,.:;z;;r (heart)

71)

before

T/-f .:;f and

-;,~/7~ and

refers to the "inner man" as "comprehending mind,

Chapter 7
EXPOSITION OF MATTHEW 23:23-24
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
Matthew 23:23-24 is part of a public denunciation of the religious hypocrisy of the scribes and Pharisees.
23:1-39) occurs in the Temple in Jerusalem.

The larger discourse (Mt.
Jesus' entrance into the

Temple is described in 21:23, and His leaving is described in 24:1.

Jesus

seems to show no caution in the discourse about arousing the wrath of the
scribes and Pharisees.

His caustic analysis of their religiousness no

doubt contributed to their desire to see Him eliminated.

Jesus penetrated

the superficial layer of their religious piety and shook the foundations
of their self-righteousness.

Arising from this cogent evaluation, the

scribes and Pharisees had only two alternatives, either repent or reject
and silence their accuser.

History records that they chose the latter

recourse.
T.W. Manson outlines Jesus' denunciation into four sections.
First, verses 1-7 deal with the pride and hypocrisy of the scribes and
Pharisees.

Second, verses 8-12 contain a warning to the disciples not to

imitate their example.

Third, (vv. 13-36) Jesus names seven characteris-

tics of the scribes and Pharisees which begin with "woe."
37-39) Jesus prophesies the fate of Jerusalem.

1

Fourth, ( vv.

The verses which are

the focus of this study involve the fourth of the seven "woes."

The

negative nature of the immediate context heightens the condemnation

55
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evident in the text and serves to illuminate the seriousness of the condemnation.
Extended Context
Matthew is the only Gospel to record the lengthy discourse of
Matthew 23:1-39,

Although some of the discourse is included in Mark

(12:38-40) and Luke (20:45-47), it fails even to approach the extent (39
verses compared to 3 each) and intensity of Matthew's record.

The passage

which is the focus of this study (23:23-24) occurs only in Matthew.
Textual Observations
>
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0-va.l-
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Vfa l
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?J1TOK/) '- 7"a.l)

Note:

1

c

'

,.,

The interjectional phrase oV-o.L v,,,ut. V is repeated in
verses 13, 15, 16, 23, 25, 27, and 29.
all but verse 16 describe

Out of these seven,

the scribes and Pharisees as
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"t/ffo X/Jl 7" a. l •

23b

er
ore
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.....,
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'

/
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/
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Note:

ore..
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~

)

paints to the cause of ova. l.

The scribes and

Pharisees are the ones performing the actions of the

,

"'

verbs. a.7To cf e Ka Tov r~
ation and disposition.
ations.

describes the present situ-

> ,A,

/

a Cf'"/ Ka 7G refers to past situ-

The corresponding lists of three are in contrast

to each other .

,1d €L Jroc,"7., tra.l

. r~
o'<;;;.

2Jc

e

"
Note:

'

...,
ravro.. refers to the second list of three (2Jb) as
nearest in mental thought.

2

//cf~<-

is an impersonal verb,

...,

singular in form with a neuter plural subject (rav-7'"~).
)/

edel

translates "it is necessary, one must or has to,

,

....

denoting compulsion of any kind." 3 Ka. K 6l Va refers to
the first list of three in 2Jb.
J ~

/

acr71<ar~

in 2Jb.

.;'\

7T~t.'7

4

I

J

~"/

/

a..<{; le Vat

recalls

0-a l as an aorist infinitive
)

is consistent with the aorist

/

a<f 7 xa T€.

The same type

of relationship exists between the present infinitive
)

/

acj;te-

)

,..

and a.TTC!dt:KaT~v

Val

}I

re-.

The imperfect ecfGt.

refers to more than an isolated instance.

The weaker

/

negative fo"! is used.
24

(

t:J

"

! 7 re(. Tv tj; ~H)
o~ J c/J t D v ., €- 5 rov
d~ ...
\

A:

\

r~v x:,M'1 t1ov
(

Note:

<:>

'
,,,
d '7/"' T"1fe/J Aol

refers to the scribes and Pharisees
.

(2Ja).

Jesus describes them as

17, 19, 24, and 26.

/

7ir{;)roc

in verses 16,

The predicate of the sentence is
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understood in the Position of the predicate adjective

7cr<f )io(.

The present participles

dl if)./( o v T6- 5

and

/

describe the nature of their blindness

I< a. la. TTt- VoV Te- 5

(the present participles denoting action simultaneous
with the unexpressed verb of the predicate adjective).

,

/

kt.JVW7Ta

and

Ka._,µ't'/

Aov

are used figuratively to empha-

size the contrast.5
Exegetical Discourse
,;

(.

Vtz.« 05 and

,,.

VZTOK,R l- Ta l
)

Verse

,

23 begins with the interjection ova.<....

It may be trans-

lated either "woe! " or "alas! " and indicates "pain or displeasure."

6

The ones to whom this interjection was applied were the scribes and
c

,

Jesus called them ?rlToK;<Jt.. ra.. l, "play-actors."

Pharisees.

7

This

refers to the facade of piety which the scribes and Pharisees wore so
proudly.

They were like actors on a stage playing a part with convincing

authenticity but in real-life something quite different.

In

23:3 Jesus

described them as "saying" but "not doing" the things which issue in
real piety.
vv. 5-7).

To the crowds their acting may have been convincing (see
But1 to Jesus, their hypccrisy was cause for woe.

The situ-

ation was lamentable; because, far from being actors on a stage, they were
engaged with the seriousness of real life,

Piety was not a game of

insignificance but a requirement of God calling for utmost commitment.
"Woe" reflects the seriousness with which Jesus viewed the actions of
the scribes and Pharisees.
Jesus goes on in verse

23 to describe how the scribes and Phari(t'

sees resembled "play-actors."

t:JTC.

introduces the reason.

Jesus
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described them in their play-acting roles with the present, active,
)

indicative verb a.. ff t;
busy tithing mint (

J e ;;a.ro;;. /€.

'd

t.fo fr/-loV ) ,

Like actors in a play they were

dill ( ~Y'"? tfoll") , and. cummin ( K~ c,,l/c»') .

These three plants were grown for seasonings.
small quantity would suffice.
small quantity.

8

Used as a seasoning, a

A tithe of each would amount to a very

However, it was proper to tithe such items, and the

requirement is found in the Pentateuch (Lev. 27:30).
and the Pharisees would have known this.
attack them at the point of tithing.

Jesus, the scribes,

Jesus' criticism does not

In fact, such meticulous attention

to tithing the smallest of objects should have proved the integrity of
their devotion to God,

But, the problem that destroyed the :r..erits of

attention to such miniscule affairs was the fact that they failed to
observe those matters which Jesus identified as "weighty."
While busy with minutiae, the scribes and Pharisees failed to do
the more important.

,,

$a1nJT€f't:4.•

1

"

a. <f "J Ka TG

describes their relationship to

The verb is aorist, active, and indicative.

7

a..

As a "punc-

tiliar action," the verb denotes not a specific, isolated instance but
a summary description of a period of time conceived as a whole.

A con-

-trast is developed between the present, continued "ti thing" performed by
J

the scribes and Pharisees and the action denoted by a.
is viewed as a punctiliar and completed activity.

,,

f1 #aT~,

which

The activity of "aban-

doning" should be viewed as subordinate to the activity identified by
I
_...,
9
the present tense verb alTi:Jde:Ka70vT6:.
It was because the scribes
)
"
'
/
and Pharisees had abandoned ( O:.f?J 1<are- ) 7'a fia./)7/16,,,0o.

that they were condenmed.

....

roll'

/

l/~ov

Contrasting what was being done (tithing)

with what had been left undone (the weightier provisions), they resembled
"play-actors."

Strict compliance in observing

/

lf"~os

.

in one area did

60
not counterbalance negligence in another, especially when the other category was of more relative importance.

In the case of the scribes and

Pharisees, this described part of their problem.
/

,,

(Ja;n.rro/'a.

Jesus identified three things as comprising the

of

The trio represent more a logical counterbalanee to the prior

Vo,.,«-os .

listing of items tithed than an attempt to be inclusive.

For each item

tithed, Jesus identified a corresponding item which had been left undone.
Micah 6:8 is a frequent Old Testament reference attached to the list
Jesus gave.

10

The reference, however, is not from the Pentateuch but

from the Prophets.

Either Jesus was referring to the broader context of

Scripture in the reference to

/

v~os

or He was distilling three impor-

/

tant elements of

Vc~os

which had been neglected by the scribes and

Pharisees in a manner like Micah did for his time.
neglected activities listed is
sense of justice, righteousness.

'

7""'/V

1111

The first of the

,,

.K/Jc- !Tt-v; which means "right in
'

>I

The second term is 70 e)e-os; which

refers to "mercy, compassion, pity, clemency."

12

'

/

The third is r7¥ TTcrrrtv;

which means "faith, trust. 1113 The first two refer to interpersonal
relations and the latter to relations toward God.

14

Failure by the

scribes and Pharisees to demonstrate these qualities and the resulting
consequence of such omission was the basis for "woe."
Jesus in verse

The prophecy of

38 is reminiscent of the prophecy of the Prophets when

they too spoke to a people who left these same things undone.
/

I

,

VC!.a05 and Ta j?~,ov=r¢a.

7~ ~o.;O-i:T€f7~ suggests the existence of an ethical priority
I

within Vo_..M.- o s ,

The basic meaning of the word is "heavy, " but figura-

tively it can be translated "weighty" or "important.

1115

Identification

/

of some aspects of

vo~os

as weighty implies that other items
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evident in the text and serves to illuminate the seriousness of the condemnation.
Extended Context
Matthew is the only Gospel to record the lengthy discourse of
Matthew 23:1-39,

Although some of the discourse is included in Mark

(12:38-40) and Luke (20:45-47), it fails even to approach the extent (39
verses compared to 3 each) and intensity of Matthew's record.

The passage

which is the focus of this study (23:23-24) occurs only in Matthew.
Textual Observations
)
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Note:
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To'
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Note:
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)

1"

paints to the cause of oVa.l.

The scribes and

Pharisees are the ones performing the actions of the
}

de Ka

verbs. a.7To

,...

Tov r~

d cliKa. TG

ation and disposition.
ations.

describes the present siturefers to past situ-

The corresponding lists of three are in contrast

to each other.

,,d

r~
Ot;;;.

""
Tavra.

2Jc

'

.,

e e<- Troc.."7 tra.t.
.....

,...
/avro. refers to the second list of three (2Jb) as
.

Note:

nearest in mental thought.

2

e/aE-<-

is an impersonal verb'

...,

singular in form with a neuter plural subject ( /ertrTl?I-).
}/

r:fec translates "it is necessary, one must or has to,
.3
,
..,

€

denoting compulsion of any kind."
the first list of three in 2Jb.
J ,.,/.

,.,

4

""

..,.,-CJl7 0-al

a.cr7KaTG in 2Jb,

KaK 6l

)

is consistent with the aorist a.

I

_,,M."7

1

va:

o.-<f l

refers to

/

e vat recalls

as an aorist infinitive

fi

,.,

I(

a T£,

The same type

of relationship exists between the present infinitive
)

/

)

acflGVa<-

....

)I'

The imperfect edG(.

and a.TTtJdGKarovre.

refers to more than an isolated instance.

,,

.A-"!

negative
24

(

t:>

is used.

'
;
I 7 r"c. Tv tp /iDl,
'
0~ d (. V).:f D V T € ~ rov
d~ ...

,.,

1<~

Note:

x:,,,M"'/
c

AoV'
'

<:> d "l"Y"'

Ka Ta
I'

t-Vef A<>l

vw7Tt::t ...

,.,

\

7"7V'

7T~ VoVrtY.

refers to the scribes and Pharisees
.

(2Ja).

The weaker

Jesus describes them as

17, 19, 24, and 26.

I'

7'Zl'f ~oc

in verses 16,

The predicate of the sentence is

58
understood in the position of the predicate adjective

7crp )io(.

The present participles

dl t;)i,_''( o v r6- .5

and

/

describe the nature of their blindness

J(a.ra. TT~VtJV 7& s

(the present participles denoting action simultaneous
with the unexpressed verb of the predicate adjective).

,

,

/n.JVwTTa

and Ka./"-~

Aov

are used figuratively to empha-

size the contrast.5
Exegetical Discourse
c

r

,

Ve:,&< e; and 1I7TO')P '- Ta l
)

,

Verse 23 begins with the interjection ova. c...

It may be trans-

lated either "woe!" or "alas!" and indicates "pain or displeasure."

6

The ones to whom this interjection was applied were the scribes and
Pharisees.

Jesus called them

c

11?Tolr'f7L

,

ra.c., "play-actors."

7

This

refers to the facade of piety which the scribes and Pharisees wore so
proudly.

They were like actors on a stage playing a part with convincing

authenticity but in real-life something quite different.

In 2):3 Jesus

described them as "saying" but "not doing" the things which issue in
real piety.
vv.

5-7).

To the crowds their acting may have been convincing (see
But, to Jesus, their hypocrisy was cause for woe.

The situ-

ation was lamentable; because, far from being actors on a stage, they were
engaged with the seriousness of real life.

Piety was not a game of

insignificance but a requirement of God calling for utmost commitment.
"Woe" reflects the seriousness with which Jesus viewed the actions of
the scribes and Pharisees.
Jesus goes on in verse 23 to describe how the scribes and Pharisees resembled "play-actors."

C'

ere.

introduces the reason.

Jesus
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described them in their play-acting roles with the present, active,
)

indicative verb

O..Jf()

dt::l(aro; rG.

Like actors in a play they were

busy tithing mint ( '7drf <; u;tto¥), dill (~r-190¥"), and. cummin ( K~c.v~).
These three plants were grown for seasonings.
small quantity would suffice.
small quantity.

8

Used as a seasoning, a

A tithe of each would amount to a very

However, it was proper to tithe such items, and the

27:JO).

requirement is found in the Pentateuch (Lev.
and the Pharisees would have known this.
attack them at the point of tithing.

Jesus, the scribes,

Jesus' criticism does not

In fact, such meticulous attention

to tithing the smallest of objects should have proved the integrity of
their devotion to God,

But, the problem that destroyed the .merits of

attention to such miniscule affairs was the fact that they failed to
observe those matters which Jesus identified as "weighty."
While busy with minutiae, the scribes and Pharisees failed to do
"
the more important.
"'JKaTG- describes their relationship to 7a.

,
a.f>

;'

$a.f'7lT€-j>((.·

The verb is aorist, active, and indicative.

As a "punc-

tiliar action," the verb denotes not a specific, isolated instance but
a summary description of a period of time conceived as a whole,

A con-

trast is developed between the present, continued "tithing" performed by
J

the scribes and Pharisees and the action denoted by a.
is viewed as a punctiliar and completed activity.

;'

f1 /<'a Tc-,

which

The activity of "aban-

doning" should be viewed as subordinate to the activity identified by
I

the present tense verb a

,....

7Tt::J

de:xa.. "TCV-T t::
)

,

and Pharisees had abandoned ( O-f"'? xar& )
that they were condemned,

•

9

It was because the scribes

'

ra

/

/Ja/)Vl6_/)0.

..,
rorl'

/

vo_,µ.ov

Contrasting what was being done (tithing)

with what had been left undone (the weightier provisions), they resembled
"play-actors,"

Strict compliance in observing

/

v~os

.

in one area did
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not counterbalance negligence in another, especially when the other category was of more relative importance.

In the case of the scribes and

Pharisees, this described part of their problem.
/

,,

Jesus identified three things as comprising the ~a;:Hr-To/'a.

of

The trio represent more a logical counterbalanee to the prior

Vt?_,.«os .

listing of items tithed than an attempt to be inclusive.

For each item

tithed, Jesus identified a corresponding item which had been left undone.
Micah 6:8 is a frequent Old Testament reference attached to the list
10
Jesus gave.
The reference, however, is not from the Pentateuch but
from the Prophets.

Either Jesus was referring to the broader context of

Scripture in the reference to

,,

tant elements of

Vo,,,uos

/

vo,,,.u.os

or He was distilling three impor-

which had been neglected by the scribes and

Pharisees in a manner like Micah did for his time.

'

neglected activities listed is

7""1V X,,tJc.

,,crcv;

The first of the

which means "right in

1111

'

11

The second term is lo e).eoos; which
12
;
refers to "mercy, compassion, pity, clemency."
The third is r7v 1rc.o-rtv;
sense of justice, righteousness,

which means "faith, trust. 1113

The first two refer to interpersonal

relations and the latter to relations toward God.

14

Failure by the

scribes and Pharisees to demonstrate these qualities and the resulting
consequence of such omission was the basis for "woe."
Jesus in verse

The prophecy of

38 is reminiscent of the prophecy of the Prophets when

they too spoke to a people who left these same things undone.
/

I

V~,ue; 5 and Ta

,,

j?a.p rr r<;t?a.

7~ ~cy:J~T€,,.O~ suggests the existence of an ethical priority
within

I

y'o~os.

The basic meaning of the word is "heavy," but figura-

tively it can be translated "weighty" or "important. 1115

Identification

/'

of some aspects of

vo~os

as weighty implies that other items
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correspondingly would be considered "light" or of "less importance."
word easily calls to mind the simplest scale, a balance.

The

When uneven

objects are placed upon opposite sides of a balance beam, it becomes evident which object is heavier.

Jesus and His contemporaries would have

been quite familiar with this method of weighing in the market places of
16
their day.
The imagery conveyed by r;_ Pa(? JT€t?a. is pictured literarily by Jesus.

Upon one side are placed three present activities of the

scribes and Pharisees; the tithing of mint, dill, and cummin.

Upon the

other side are placed three activities that have been abandoned by the
scribes and Pharisees; justice, mercy, and faith.

According to Jesus,

those things which they had neglected were weightier than those things
which they were presently doing.
measure of their righteousness.

Als0i the balance is illustrative of the
According to Jesus, their abandoning of

justice, mercy, and faith accounted for their deficiency.

The evidence

against them outweighed the evidence for them.
Jesus illustrates the contrast in importance between

-rGf'a. ro:V
(

'

vc~ ov

'
13 o-pv-

and the ti thing of mint, dill, and CUJ1JJ.1in in verse 24.

,

ocf1 yoi.,

~

la.

rv<j Ao c.

refers to their position as religious leaders.

The

description highlights the absurdity but also the tragedy involved.
guide is needed for those who do not know the way.

A

But, i f the one who

is to point out obstacles and hazards is himself blind, the situation is
hopeless.
Jesus verbally pictured a person straining a liquid which was
intended for drink to make sure a very small "unclean" insect did not
accidently get swallowed with the liquid (see Lev. 11:20-23, 41-44).
Having successfully strained out all the tiny insects, the person drinks
and swallows the largest unclean animal in Palestine, the camel (I.ev.
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1

11:1-8). 7 By using this hyperbolic illustration Jesus called attention
to the foolishness of play-acting by the scribes and Pharisees. 18 The
straining out of small insects parallels the degree of detail in tithing
seasonings.

The swallowing of a camel compares with their neglect of

A person preparing his drink should
most logically remove the large objects from his drink and then finish
by straining.

The scribes and Pharisees attended to the small objects

but negated their efforts to avoid a prohibited food by "swallowing" an
even larger object.
From the above discussion it can be concluded that Jesus recognized some acts of greater ethical priority than others.

It should be

pointed out that the evidence does not indicate that tithing in itself
is of lower ethical priority.

The only thing which can be said for

sure is that justice, mercy, and faith rank in importance over the minute
application of the requirement for tithing to the inclusion of one's
household seasonings.
still of value.
/

v~~s.

However, even the straining out of insects is

Paying tithe on all property was a requirement of

Likewise, justice, mercy, and faith are things that

are~-

1
sary ( :/;J~c.. ) for one to do. 9 Jesus avoided depreciating the value of
tithing.

\

It too was not to be abandoned ( µ~

>1 ,,
O..rceva'-

)

.

In summary, Jesus recognized the existence of an ethical priority
/

in the application of va_...«. o s .

The specific instance cited by Jesus

involved justice, mercy, and faith as of greater weight or importance
than meticulous attention to tithing.

The passage also indicates the

reluctance of Jesus to deny the validity of even the smallest requirement
/

of Vo/"-o 5.

The criticism aimed at the scribes and Pharisees was not

because of their close attention to minor matters of

/
~O..f"'OS,

but

63
because they overlooked the major elements.
/

Vo_,A..o.S

remained valid.

Even the smallest aspect of

There is no support from this passage to indi-

cate that Jesus was negating the validity of lesser commandments.

While

Jesus criticized the failure of the scribes and Pharisees to keep the
/

weightier aspects of vo_,..u o s

,

no justification is present in this cri t-

icism to justify the neglect of minor details, so long as they do not
prevent attending to matters of major importance,

Chapter 8
EXPOSITION OF LUKE 10:25-37
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
Luke 10:25-37 requires no identification with verses either
immediately preceding or following for accurate interpretation.
passage stands as a distinct unit from the immediate context.
a singular event among Jesus' encounters.

The
It records

Preceding the passage, Luke

records Jesus' deputation of the seventy and their return (Lk. 10:1-20).
In verses 21-24, Jesus rejoices that God has made known His truth to
"babes."

Following this, a lawyer approaches and asks a question.

He,

rather than being a "babe," is one of the "wise" and "intelligent" ones
from whom the truth has been hidden (vs. 21).
lawyer covers verses 25-37·

The encounter with the

He has been sitting and listening with

Jesus' disciples when he stands to address his question (see vv. 23-24).
After Jesus has dealt with the lawyer's question, the scene changes as
Jesus travels to a village in which Mary and Martha live (vv. 38-42).
Extended Context
Luke 10:25-37 bears a resemblance to Matthew 22:34-40.

The value

of studying Luke 10:25-37 rests not upon similarity to the Matthew passage but upon its dissimilarity.
"Good Samaritan."

Only Luke records the story about the

Luke clarifies the definition of "neighbor" in the

commandment to love one's neighbor.

A major dissimilarity between Luke

and Matthew involves the person who quotes the commandments.
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In Matthew

it is Jesus, but in Luke it is the lawyer.

Also, in Matthew the question

of the lawyer is about which commandment is great, but in Luke the
question involves the requirement for obtaining eternal life.
Textual Observations
\

)

25a Ka.(..

'

;

)

;'

cJov

n.s

Yqp..t.;<oS

a.VeCTT;J
)

/

ex7Tec,/}a.S wv

J

I

a:t.r70v

/

AErwv;
Note:

7(. 5

is an indefinite pronoun.

The two present parti-

'

, r
ciples denote action coincident with a ve-orepeated in verses JO, 32, JJ, and J8.
/

res is

1

/

7Toc "1 <ras

Tc::

?~'?' v

Note:

~·

e.

ac tvVl o II' K ~ 7/J o v() ~"'! <:rw _;
;
)
"'>
I
> /
lJc.cf f.lr:rKa-Ae may explain eKTTe~as&.1v? ?~1Y a.l41v,ov
)

;

is viewed as a possible future attainment.

The aorist

/

/

participle 7Toc..7 U-a s indicates that the YtJ,,,e< c.. Kos
expected the requirement to be punctiliar.

The singular

.

interrogative pronoun (Tl.) along with the singular parti/

ciple ( 1T"l ""/ tro. s ) indicates his expectation of either a
single requirement or at least an answer that included
all requirements which when accomplished resulted in eter-

,

26 ... Ev

nal life.
/

/€/j?a7Tral;

Tl
.-'\

7/(AJ5

Note:

)

o. Va {l V

.

/

&-..1 '7"K/!3l s,;

Jesus asks two questions in response, the first with a
perfect tense and the second with a present tense.
suggests that the answer the

/

Vo_A.c.. Kt>.S

This

sought was not
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new but related to the present.
27

... Itra.7T7/<ri:c s

/

'\

rov 9€t/V

J(U~G.OV

oA 7 .J r1s- Kaf'dl-~S

€(

...,

g"'
UA

)

e-v

T'7
"""

{.

I

€v'

-:7

t7

wzr;r..,

r-.,...' "

(:J

&

", ..

'

CVJUt:...

fro tr

Jt'a..l..'

P-o?TJ

'

J'

r c v ,,.-J~tr~ov

<:ro ?J

,,,
0-€a. v rev.

(

~

/(ac.'

~

Kal
.

{T1H)

dca..l/Olt:t.

\

'

'

lt'al

(T(')?f

,,,

T.'1

') "1

I

GV

O'OV

...,

(I

5

The uniting of Deuteronomy 6:5 and Leviticus 19:18 bears

Note:

similarity but also dissimilarities to Matthew 22:35-40.

2

,

Here the
I

0"

J

28 ••• O;tJows

/("\

0-7TGK/JtO"/s·

"

ro?TTO

Note:

is the one who quotes the commandments.

V~lko.)

/

I

7Toc. €l ,k"Ol

The change from aorist, to present, to future tense is
significant.

The right answer must be followed up with

present, continual "doing" in order to achieve the life
which is eternally future . .3
Tf Ot.. €-

refers to verse 27.

c.. is imperative.

/

8€AtVV

29a

To;; TO

......

c:

rlc.KattJO-a.l

'

e:a-rrroV

,.,..
€l7Tf:VH•

~

Note:

ff!<..

/

fft!Et/

is the main verb.

The present participle

9G Jwv
'i'

represents a continuing condition simultaneous with €t'lT€Y.

d c I< a.<- :J r;- a. L

€a VT~ indicates

his motive and his

deficiency.
29b

'

/(a.,

/

Tc..s

Note:

)

,

ECT7ct/

\

,,,aov

TT 11

The interrogative pronoun
l

,

,

i rrc..ov;
/

T~S

is definite.

The present

tense of € r:r 7 t. V relates to the pre sent imperative
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/

lfOC€-l

(vs. 28).

This question as an attempt "to justify

,,

himself" would require a limited definition of 7T .A-r er l. oV'.
I

3oa .••

;

/

1A v9j'w 7/os

Note:

res

1ra re.~a. l

J/EV# ..

It is significant that /l. 7

is an indefinite pronoun.

/

The imperfect verb Ka 1€# a.c. v'GV indicates the total
/

journey. TTtE/l erre

rr~v

as an aorist refers to one
l(a ra" attached to the verb may

incident in the journey.

indicate the down hill journey involved.

.,

~\

30b OL

;

'

,

av

/"") ,,.

e77~vev

11).11-yas

\

)

o-av T€'

fE'Kdv

/(a..<-

lt;.s

4

\

rov K«'->
a.rr,.Y..\9cv
) ,,/., "
are
v rt:..s
cf ,

c

"'

"'!~ c.- Gia v7.

)

J

/

The aorist participles -€K vrra V{€5 and crrc.8(;1/Tcs

Note:

combine to form the participial phrase which refers to

A~
'ITT'1..2s and functions as the subject of
t
l

/z.rri A8ov.

/

a. ~e v r!: 5 is an aorist, adverbial participle indicating
the condition in which they left the traveler.
c

31

/

C.€fJ€1f.s

,

T(.,S

;_V7<--TTa./)i"'

rruy1<v;CJt."o..v,

Note:

K~rt:J3a.<..VGI/

fJe: V

111

•

meaning "coincidence, chance,"5 contributes

to the indefinite character of the story as does 'Tl .5 •
Ka

refJ ~ l. V€ 'I is

identical to the verb in 3oa.
) r /

The

aorist participle cow V emphasizes the sense perception

32

prior to passing by on the other side,
(
,
"
,,
/
O_.#-OlW5 JE l\tLl
/\GVC::7'7S /€Vo_.,,a6VO.S

'

/(a.la..

\

lov

Ki:u

1

/

To7T~V

~ J ~v

}

(')'

eAC7wv

J VTl Tr«/J 1).. 9 t:-V.
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c

Note:

"'

O,,JA-c<.41.S

points out the similarity of response to that

Ka.

of the priest.

.,,.

l.

"

before l\E:.Ul.7"7S may indicate

greater surprise at failure to help.

Three aorist parti-

ciples describe the degree of his involvement before he
too passed by on the other side.

"
"
33 L.o.,,,Jtaj)tT'"fS
l

/(a.L

(\

72.5

O<:

(
,
1' /')
odeuwV "1),l7€V

l(aT

)

')
avrov

'
cfwv

)

'
"
e~TT/!a.
/t(v'l0-!37;
' ""'
The indefinite relative pronoun Tl.$ is repeated. c.cfwv

Note:

describes an action the same as that of the priest and

'
e ClffAa

Levite,

.n
fl Ve,,rr177

U-o._,µ.. O/J {.."T7 S is first for emphasis,

of the other two,

34

7Tf)o0-€A

'
8wv

)

"

\

/(O-(

€7Tcf5c.~

c:t

K0-rE

cf-..,

/

"' v ,.,

)

trf:V , .. €7TCXeW

)/

rras ,,.

,.

)

77a.7Ev ...
"'

)

e7Te~€A79"7
Note:

is in contrast to the actions

t7Vrcv.

Three aorist verbs along with three adverbial :p:i,rticiples
describe the actions of the Samaritan.

'

'

)

35 Ka.<-

\

/""Iv

€7TlJI

'

"

kO-'-)

ev
Note:

"

A..; 9"/ Tl
(,

rt.

o

,.,

J

7~

)

eK/Jo.

Jvo d7va.;0ca

€dwK€V
'£TT'-/'--€

'"

aVt<J<-oV

a.V

To;,

\

Awv

7"':!"'

\

Ket"-

1

>'
av 7rporrcftJ..7TO-V'7 q--:;s
/

)

) \
e7w

"

e1To.V€fJXGrrfJa<- µ~ ct7Tod&JJt:::r&J

The payment established the authority for the imperative
J

l/n

€ lTC,ft- ~ l'.1/171 re.,

'
"
er4J

emphasizes the promise of future

I

36

""'

7Ta.vrloxel-

7(. 5

"'

ToV

'

/

e#-7re'T~VTO$

69

d()Ke

Note:

....
c.

brings the focus back to the present.

The possi-

;

bilities for identifying TT A'1 'J'"'(. oV are viewed from the
aspect of the one in neetl.

Note:

......

)

lo'

avrotf.

The action denoted by a participle identifies the neighbor.

,

ffo(..

~

'7r:ras ties in with the imperative

1fOt€c.,

in

)/

verse 28. e) ~ o s

is consistent with the concept of

love.
J?b

...

I

"\

r:ru

lTOl t:t.
/

Note:

Two present imperatives are given.
c

second.

,,

(}"7.f

\

O,M..O(.. W5

emphasizes the
)/

refers to doing 7o eAe os.

Exegetical Discourse

V~µos

s417!(

and

a.~W Vtg{

It is through a question directed at Jesus about the attainment
)

(;l..<.

in the text,
in the law. 116

,.,

,,

wvc ov that a relationship appears with regard to
The questioner is described as a

I'

V~ l /(OS,

v~o.s

one "learned

His interest in the topic of "eternal life" suggests that

he was of the Pharisaic party rather than the Sadducean, for the Sadducees denied the doctrine of the resurrection. 7 However, the topic of
''eternal life" was of interest to the Pharisaic party.

They believed

eternal life to be a new creation of God, and they associated it with
the resurrection of the dead.

8

;

The exact understanding of the

yo_,u,~os

regarding the nature of "eteri;i.al life" is not clearly known .9

However,

the text does provide some insight relative to his perception.

He recog-

nized the desirability of the "life" which is shown by his personal
interest in the subject.

The question itself,

'
7<..,

,,

rrov7 <:ra s , indicates

70

that he understood its attainment to require something.

Using an aorist

participle shows that he viewed the requirement from a punctiliar viewpoint.

This could mean that he expected only a single act to be neces-

sary for achievement.

However, because of the eschatological nature of

/A-..J

the "life" ( ~).i po v o

~ is future tense), the aorist may be

fT

reflecting not necessarily a single requirement but a single answer
which would summarize the requirements leading to its attainment.

In

either case, Jesus' answer came with a· different emphasis.
What must a person do to inherit eternal life?
response by addressing two questions to the vo,,,u.- t
I.aw, what has been written?"

Jesus began His

I'

KOS.

First, "In the

Second, "How do you understand?"
/

questions suggest that the answer the vo,.µ...t Ko5

These

sought was based not

upon some new requirement but upon the established teaching of Scripture.
Jesus' first question pointed to the location of the desired i:nf'ormation,
but His second question identified the crux in the solution.

The crux
,,.

of the issue involved not insufficient inf'ormation but how the

v~c11os

/

)

understood his present situation (present tense of ex-Vo../tVe.J'TK~<.5)
in respect to the truth that had already been revealed in
I'

response to Jesus' questions, the Yopc..1<0S

6:5 and Leviticus 19:18.
commandment.

I'

Vo~os

.

In

quoted from Deuteronomy

He unified the two commandments into a single

T.W. Manson suggests that his answer may have reflected a

prior knowledge of Jesus' teaching concerning the great commandment
(see

Mt. 12:28-Jl),

J esus ' posi•t•ion. 10

and he was merely repeating back what he knew was
The rationale for this supposition is that great

teachers often repeat themselves, and a topic as important as this one
could reasonably be expected to have been repeated by Jesus.

Manson

suggests that the primary purpose of the question concerning eternal life

71
may have been only a preparatory step prior to the real question of
defining one's neighbor (vs. 29).
hypothetical possibility.

11

This seem9 to be a reasonable but

In any case, Jesus' counter questions indi-

cate confidence that the information the vo_.µ.

/

c..

xc.s sought was not a

requirement unknown to him.
/

After the vo_,M-c..Ko.S

answered Jesus' questions, Jesus commended
n ,..

I

him for the accuracy of his answer ( op C7 ev 5

"a

)

a.. rr~~jJ c u7s) .

only knowledge of the requirement was insufficient.

However,

Jesus included in

...

"Do:"

His reply the present imperative

()To(~

l

) •

It was not merely

in "knowing" but in "doing" the commandments that one became qualified
to inherit eternal life.
aorist tense (

'

7'"(

While the original question was asked in the
/

'?Tol / (TQ>), the answer involved the present tense, the

present imperative expressing a "continual doing."

The future of the

/

vo~l

lfO 5

was not determined by a single act but by a continual com-

,
pliance with the commandments of
by the vo_,u l

vo~

05, two of them being identified

/

/(05 •

(Time will not be taken to elaborate upon the com-

mandments here since the topic has been treated in the study of Matthew

22:J4-4o.)

12

The discussion should have ended with the imperative "Dol"
I

However, the commandment to love one's neighbor troubled the VO,,.,U.-'-KoS.
He followed up Jesus' command with a question regarding the identification of one's neighbor (vs. 29).

Evidently, "loving God" presented no

I

problem to the

vo,...u.- l- Kos • But, "loving one's neighbor" raised the

question regarding the definition of neighbor.

He asked Jesus, "Who is

my neighbor?'' Luke interjects the comment "wishing to justify himself"
,
,..
c
/
( &eAGJv cfc..Kac..w<ral efaV-7oV) as the motivation behind the question.
may represent not so much conviction
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regarding failure to comply on his part but dissatisfaction with the
simplicity of Jesus' answer. 13

The question is pertinent.

If one's

acquiring of eternal life rested upon the keeping of two commandments,
clarity with regard to their meaning was essential.

Jesus' answer is

significant with regard to a proper understanding and application of the
commandment to love neighbors.
/

)

,,

.

llqaas and ara.TT"'lr::rElS
7ov 7tX7 rr~oil' cro re
Jesus endorsed the validity of the commandment to love one's
neighbor.

Jesus did not claim himself as originator of the requirement,
/

but He recognized its Old Testament roots in vc;~o.s (Lev. 19:18).

How-

ever, Jesus gave to the definition of neighbor an interpretation which
effectively eliminated the possibility of any form of exclusiveness.

It

is possible to understand "neighbor" in Leviticus 19:18 within the limitation of national/racial boundaries, in the case of Israel within the
covenant community.

14

In the question of the YOfae-lt'rfs (Lk. 10:29)

there is reason to suspect he anticipated an exclusive definition of

TTA70-[ov.

An inclusive view of neighbor would not have required the

clarification he desired.

It is only when one thinks of limitations

that more precise definitions are required.

Jesus answered the question

by illustrating not only who is a neighbor but also how love is displayed.

The story of the "Good Samaritan" illustrates Jesus' position.

Four major characters are involved in the story of the "Good Samaritan."
The man on the journey from Jerusalem to Jericho is one character.
is not identified by nationality.

He

Some commentators assume that he was

a Jew because he was traveling from Jerusalem to Jericho.

15

Such

assumptions regarding the man's identity do not appear intended by Jesus.
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His ethnic identity is noticeably absent in contrast to the identities of
those able to help.

The A1 rr ra ~ 5

are minor characters in the story.

'

They explain the condition in which the traveler finds himself, and they
also provide a realistic basis for the story.

The road between Jerusalem

and Jericho had a bad reputation regarding safety for travelers. 16 Three
additional travelers upon the road enter into the plot one at a time.
The first two identify strongly with the racial nationality of Israel,
a priest and a lBvite.
him.

Both pass by the beaten man without assisting

The third traveler is a Samaritan.

being placed first in the sentence.

His identity is emphasized by

Knowing the general negative feeling

felt by Jews toward Samaritans. (ses~John 4:9) and 1the fact ·that·the

,
vo,µ-t-

1<

05

was a Jew gives added significance to the story.

The one

who proved to be a neighbor was not Jewish but of a nationality despised
by Jews.

In mentioning the various nationalities of the characters,

Jesus attacked any racial/national interpretation of neighbor.
nition of neighbor is irrespective of such distinctions.

The defi-

The story goes

on to provide a positive illustration of the process of loving one's
neighbor.

,

At the end of the story Jesus asked the vo _,.«.<.. )( o .s , "Which of
the three proved to be a neighbor to the one who fell among thieves?"
(vs. 36).

Even though being a neighbor involves a reciprocity of rela-

tionship, Jesus noticeably avoided defining neighbor as a person in need.
}

The neighbor was the one who acted.

He had compassion (vs. 33,

EIT-

7r).o.71ivc.'rr81) along with the "observing" which the priest and lBvite
)

/

demonstrated ( vv. 31, 32, 33, uf w v ) .

,

In the words of the vo~ t- ~ o s ,

,,

the neighbor was the one who showed mercy ( cA ~ o S

)•

context means the showing of love and the act of mercy.

,,
EA Gos
17

in this

Jesus changed
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the focus of the q_uestion from "Who is my neighbor?" to "How do I become
a neighbor?"

In logic, Jesus arrived back at the starting point.

imperative "love" and not the noun "neighbor" is the key.
who demonstrated love, was the neighbor.

The

The Samaritan,

Likewise, the person who

desires to demonstrate love toward others does not concern himself with
identifying whether or not the person is a neighbor.

Attempting to

define "neighbor" represented just another example of the Pharisaic casuistry.

Jesus avoided entanglement by returning the focus back to the

central issue of Jove.

In the story of the "Good Samaritan" Jesus avoids

giving a direct answer to the q_uestion of the

V~c

,.
KoS.

The answer

/

which the vo,,.,uc. KoS arrives at in verse 36 is really nothing more than
a restatement of the commandment "love your neighbor" (vs. 27), but the
answer is significantly appropriate.

Chapter 9
EXPOSITION OF LUKE 16:14-18
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
Study of Luke 16:14-18 in context with the rest of the chapter
presents some questions regarding the author's continuity of thought.
At times the relationship between verses appears strained.

T.W. Manson

solves this problem by treating the verses as separate units. 1

While

recognizing the difficulty of continuity betwen verses, the approach in
exegesis will be to study the passage as a unit and attempt to discern
the logic pattern behind the author's linking of the verses.

It is

believed that an undertaking of this nature will provide valuable information for the present study.

Even if the verses are a compilation of

sayings from various sources, their union by Luke reflects his understanding of Jesus' teaching and should be treated as consistent with
that teaching.
Alfred Plummer in his commentary on the Gospel provides one of
the better outlines of the passage reflecting an attempt to treat the
subject from Luke's perspective. 2
dealing with the use of wealth.
"Unrighteous Steward."

He identifies the entire chapter as
Verses 1-8 deal with the parable of the

This is followed by a section (vv. 9-13) which

Plummer describes as supplementary to the parable.

Verses 14-18 he

refers to as introductory to the second parable of the chapter, "The
Rich Man and Lazarus" (vv. 19-31).

75

However, the transitions linking
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verses 14-18 to the preceding verses is more obvious than transitions
linking to the following pa.rable (vv. 19-31).

For exegetical purposes,

the verses (1-13) leading up to the text serve as prerequisites for
interpretation, and the concluding verses (19-31) are illustrative.
These relationships will be noted in the appropriate places throughout
the study.
Extended Context
T.W. Manson treats Luke 16:14-18 as four independent sayings of
Jesus.

Verses 14-15 have no pa.rallel pa.ssage and Manson identifies them

as peculiar to Luke's Gospel,3
11:12-13.

4

Verse 16 has a pa.rallel in Matthew

,

The Matthew pa.ssage makes reference to vo,..«os, and a close

identification exists with Luke 16:16.
briefly in Chapter 2.)5
Luke.

6

(Matthew 11:12-13 is treated

Matthew 5:18 bears a similarity to verse 17 of

(Matthew 5:18 is treated sepa.rately in Chapter 3.) 7

Luke 16:18

has several pa.rallel pa.ssages in which Jesus talks about divorce;
Matthew 5:31-32, Matthew 19:9, and Mark 10:11-12.

8

Textual Observations
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Note:

Two examples of adultery are described.

The subject of

the verb in each case is a substantival participial

"

phrase. TT0-s appears in verse 16 in the same case, number, and gender.
Exegetical Discourse
I

V'O&?t2.~
and
>c
.11

C

oc

rfurac.oUv~

E;aUTpvs

The primary audience which Jesus addresses in Luke 16:14-18 is
a group of Pharisees who have been "hearing" and "ridiculing" the content
}I

Of Jesus' teaching.

The descriptive verbs, 7

/(oV<J V

) )-

and

~l;

e,,.,UV-k-

/

77 (.7(.. ~ o v

in verse 14, are imperfect tenses indicating the continual

nature of their listening and ridiculing.

This activity occurred as they

comprised a secondary audience listening while Jesus was addressing His
disciples

(see

Lk. 16:1-13).

Their negative response to Jesus' teaching

79
was characteristic of their receptivity.

To discredit Jesus in His

teaching was the motivation for their listening (see Lk. 11:53-.54).
As a secondary audience with ulterior motives, they followed Jesus and
engaged in condemnation of His actions (see Lk. 15:2) and His teaching
(see Lk. 16:14).

On occasion, Jesus interrupted His primary teaching

to address the negative comments of the Pharisees (e.g., Lk. 15:2-32,
16:14-18).

The focus of this study is upan one such instance.

Prior

to addressing the Pharisees, Jesus was teaching the disciples about the
hazard of riphes (16:1-13).

In the closing statement of verse 13, Jesus

conclusively stated that a person cannot serve both God and mammon,
mammon referring to wealth or property. 12

The ridiculing by the Phari-

sees, Luke attributes to their fondness for money (vs. 14, <f>'-).;fl('Vflo'-'
(

..

7/lTof' ~o V TG S

)

·

In consideration of Jesus' statement of verse 13,

this paints to the root of their rejection of Jesus.
rather than God.

They served mammon

Considering the pride of the Pharisees in their reli-

giousness, ridicule was an appropriate respanse to Jesus' teaching concerning wealth.
Jesus understood the reason for the ridicule directed at His
teaching.

In verse 15 Jesus addressed the heckling Pharisees with a

penetrating analysis of their religious deficiency.

He addressed them

emphatically with {;~GZs , as if pointing them out with a finger. ~u-rc
as a present tense, indicates He was describing their present condition,
(

,

e a:v "Pt> v 5

a condition of continuation.
}

(vs. 15).
mood, denoting a statement of fact.

c-r:r Te is in the indicative

The statement by itself probably

would not have sounded incriminating to the Pharisees.

rJ'-Ka.<-

:w

has legal connotations. 1 3 Might a person not vindicate or justify

80
himself so that other men could recognize it?

The ridiculing of Jesus'

teaching by the Pharisees lends itself to this kind of self-justification.
If Luke was correct in his depicting of the Pharisees as fond of money,

then in order to vindicate themselves when Jesus states that a person
cannot serve God and mammon, they would need to discredit His teaching
or prove themselves righteous.

Ridicule would have served both purposes.

Discrediting Jesus' teaching supported the status quo of their own
creation.
The Pharisees were like the unfaithful steward in Jesus' parable
(Lk. 16:1-8).

He, instead of seeking to reconcile himself with his

master, chose to make himself more acceptable to his master's debtors.
The parable illustrates a comparable situation demonstrated by the Pharisees.

Instead of seeking to justify themselves before God, they consid-

ered it more expedient to justify themselves before men.
not so blunt in addressing the Pharisees.
and convicting.

But, Jesus is

His approach is more subtle

He follows up His statement that "You are the ones

justifying yourselves before men" with another statement joined by the
mild adversative conjunction

J:.
/

This statement like the first has a

present indicative verb ( rcvwrr1<t:t).

"But God knows your hearts."

In these two declarative statements, Jesus never really condemns the
Pharisees.

It is possible for one to be justified in men's eyes as well

as before God, and it was not a new concept that God knew what was in a
man's heart

(see

I Sa. 16:7, Prov. 21:2, 24:12).

Jesus simply calls

these two facts to mind and leaves each person's conscience to be his
judge.

In this lies the power of Jesus' response.

While one might

ignore the accusation of another, conviction coming from within is inescapable.
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Jesus ends the sentence (vs. 15) with a clause introduced by the
(/'

causal conjunction ore..

"For the exalted thing among men is an abom-

ination before God."

This elucidates

the relationship between the two

previous statements.

In seeking justification before men, a successful

endeavor requires using and relying upon things which men will consider
exalted.

But, Jesus states that those things men consider exalted are

Bd: Au7 ~a

abominable before God.

means literally "anything that must

not be brought before God because it arouses his wrath. 1114 This eliminates the possibility of the Pharisees being able to please both men and
God.

They must make a choice, they cannot do both.

Seeking to be jus-

tified before men excludes them from being justified before God.
seriousness of this decision is obvious.

Here as in verse 13 Jesus sets

forth two alternatives from which one must chose.
either God or mammon, but not both.

The

He can choose to serve

Likewise, he can choose to be jus-

tified either before men or before God.

In both cases the necessity of

choosing God is obvious.
In consideration of the references to wealth in verses 13 and 14,
Jesus may have had in mind the .Pharisees' giving of alms for the purpose
1
of winning favor among men and demonstrating their piety. 5 This represents but one way in which a person could seek to justify himself.

A

more inclusive element of self-justification is mentioned in verse 16
( oc

v~ o s Ka L o ~ 71f1 op '7 r a

between verses 14-15 and 16-18.

c...

)

and provides a link in thought

Most commentators do not attempt to link

the two sections but treat them as separate subjects.
the subject from Luke's
(
"

o

\

Vo,,.uos

perspectiv~
{

Ka1... oc

ffjJo

16

But, approaching

a possible connection can be derived.

rf i,..., 7 at.

the self-justification of the Pharisees.

played a significant role in
The Pentateuch and the writings

82
of the Prophets comprised the major pcrtion of Hebrew Scripture for the
.
17
Pharisees.

One of the leading characteristics of the Pharisaic party

was their zeal in carrying out the smallest of requirements found in the
18
Law and the Prophets.
Jesus on a number of occasions criticized them
for attention to small matters of obedience to

/

v~oJ

requirements of greater weight (e.g., Mt. 23:23-26).
making an outward show of their religious piety
inside they were full of hypccrisy

(see

while overlooking
He accused them of

(see

Mt. 23:5-7) while

Mt. 23:27-28).

From this

/

analysis it becomes clear that vq_,,uos served the Pharisees in the pro-

,,.
cess of justifying themselves before men.
requirements of God;

an~

listed the

y~os

by strictly conforming to certain outward

r

elements of vo_,,,u os , the Pharisees could present evidence of their piety
before men.

However, neither Jesus nor God can be deceived by only an

outward show.

In chapter 18, Luke records a parable Jesus addressed to

the self-righteous.

The self-righteous person was a Pharisee (18:10).

He prided himself in fasting twice a week and paying his tithe dutifully
(vs. 12).

But, it was the sinner in the story rather than the Pharisee

who went away justified before God (vs. 14).

In another instance, Luke

records Jesus' conversation with a rich ruler (Lk. 18:18-30).

He had

observed all the conunandments from his youth up, but he still lacked one
requirement to gain eternal life (vs. 22).

" s
Vo_,,.c.lo

was used by the

Pharisees to justify themselves, even though that was not its intention.
The Law and the Prophets were the authoritative sources of knowledge
regarding the divine will of God for His people.
the "Writings" as God's revelation.

They stood along with

The advent of Jesus marked a ful-

fillment of prophecy and a new revelation related to God's will.
righteous Pharisaism did not welcome the new revelation.

Self-

The status quo

83
suited their style of righteousness.

Jesus threatened the status quo

and He was eventually crucified for it.

Self-justification attempts

/

based upon voµo.5 failed for the Pharisees.

The full extent of the

law's failure to justify a person is developed more fully by Paul in
Romans and Galatians.

/

While the limitations of

vo~oJ

in producing

righteousness were known to Jesus, His primary concern seems to have been
not so much the law's deficiency as upholding its authority and validity.
This will be part of the next section's focus on the I.aw and the kingdom
of God.

Jesus identified John as representing a transition between
c

o

/

v~"s

'
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and
)
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()

,,
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The

/

prepositions_,µ..expl. (until} aJ;ld arro (from) identify the transition.
The absence of a verb in the first part of the sentence (vs. 16) to
describe what about the I.aw and the Prophets existed or functioned until
John presents somewhat of a problem.
form of

€

Most likely the verb will be a

~/'-l(, with the past tense indicated by the context. 19 But,

even after inserting the verb, it still remains difficult to understand
exactly what Jesus meant.

In a similar passage in Matthew (Mt. 11:12-13)

Jesus likewise points to John as a transitional figure.
)

There the verb

"'

€"TlflOf(1€'U'T().t/ describes the function of the Prophets and the law

until the time of John the Baptist as prophecy.
Jesus as the ''Elijah who was to come"

John is identified by

(see Mt. 11:14; Mal. 4:5).

Jesus' appearance, as well as John's, fulfilled the prophecy of Scripture
(see

Lk. 3:4f; Mt. 5:17).

While the concept of fulfillment can be

included in the "being" verb supplied in Luke's version, "being" itself

84
implies more than prophecy.

It involves the full realm of implications

deriving out of the law and the Prophets at the time Jesus spoke.

This

list would include the elements of authority, prophecy, function, and
others.

The sense is one of inclusiveness as opposed to exclusiveness,

all the attributes the Jewish mind attached to the function and existence
of the law and the Prophets.
Jesus points to the introduction of something new from the time
of John, the proclamation of good news about the kingdom of God (vs. 16).
It might appear that Jesus was indicating the replacement of the law and
the Prophets by the kingdom of God.
in evidence.

However, this conclusion is lacking

There is no adversative conjunction between the two clauses

to indicate opposition.

Jesus, however, seems to have anticipated the
,.

(

question regarding the relationship between Vo/-'lo.s

/cV 9e: cV

and

I'

7 ;10. :•:rc), e~ a

for He goes on in verse 17 to clarify the issue.

Verse 17 serves as a corrective for those who might interpret
the kingdom of God as invalidating

/

v~os

. Jesus uses a comparative
,,

adjective to link the stability and validity of vo_,...uos to creation
A similar comparison is recorded in Matthew 5:18.

itself.

20

Whatever

transition Jesus means in verse 16, it does not involve invalidation of
/

vo,,ao s .

/

The stability of

vo~os

of heaven and earth (Rev. 21:1).
gurated by John,

/

vo~o.s

exceeds the eschatalogical i:assing

Since the kingdom of God era was inau-

still stands.
/

The degree to which it stands
I

A

is illustrated by the phrase ,.,t.<-l a.V Ke;Jo.<- av 77e.1Tec.. v.

Kt:;cuav

describes in hyperbolic fashion the full validity of every aspect of
,
21

vo,,µ..os.

,.,

Since V".,;U os is not invalidated by

c
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the question must be answered as to the nature of the transition Jesus
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indicated in verse 16.

From the above discussion it can be concluded
,.v~os

that whatever the transition, it did not involve dissolution of
/

V~o

with the coming of the kingdom of God.

.s

continued in validity

after John and during the proclaiming of the gospel.
sition involved not the negation of

/

v~os,

Since the tran-

i t must have involved the

addition of the good news of the kingdom of God to it.

The full impli-

cations of that addition center in Christ's mission into the world.
remained valid in

~,.
"7c/.}
1-'aJTl 11 €:ca

"'f),...
€0 V'.

7ov

Verse 18 illustrates and emphasizes the interrelatedness of
and

i

CL}\",...(')""

po.<TG/\clO- 70'1.I

C7€0'1.l.

ered by itself as addressing a new topic.

Usually this verse is considWhile the information about

divorce is valid, one must then ask why Luke included it in this context.
The hypothesis of this paper is that he included it not primarily for its

"

teaching about divorce but because it illustrated the validity of
in relation to the kingdom of God.

v~os

Basic to understanding the illus-

tration is the essential sinful nature of adultery in whatever its form.
With this understanding, Jesus said that every man (Tf";s) who divorces
his wife and marries another commits adultery.

....

The use of TTaS

a comparison to every man ( 71;_5 ) who is trying to force (fJ'his way into the kingdom of God (vs. 16).
to John's ministry _{see
gate

(see

suggests

">- Tac.) 22

a-!>€:

The insincerity of response

Lk. 3:7f) and Jesus' teaching about the narrow

Lk. 13:24) support the position that men were trying to enter

the kingdom with force or with inadequate qualifications.

Applying this

information to the teaching about divorce, the following application can
...

be drawn.

The man who divorced himself from the authority of

v~,,...a~5

and sought to join himsel:f to the kingdom of God engaged in adultery.
Such an attempt to enter the kingdom of God was as invalid and unrighteous

86
as adultery and consequently ineffective.
enter the kingdom of God at all.

In fact, that person does not

The second half of verse 18 illustrates

the same truth from a different perspective.

Jesus identifies as adultery

the case of a man marrying a woman divorced from another man.
/

tration of the relationship between vo_,,uo.s

and the kingdom of God, the

man who seeks to enter the kingdom of God divorced from
a union which is forbidden.
inseparable.

,,

vo,,.a...os

As an illus-

(

and 7

/

attempts

vo~o~

/J
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It is admitted that this comparison of divorce with the

relationship of

/

v~o.5

to the kingdom of God is hypothetical.

But,

weighing this interpretation against the other studies about Jesus'
teachings will determine the accuracy of comparison.

are

Chapter 10
EXPOSITION OF JOHN 7:14-24
Contextual Considerations
Immediate Context
John 7:1-52 stands as a unit with reference to time and event.
The incidents recorded occur just prior to and include the time of the
Jewish Feast of Booths (7:2).

Verses 7:1-9 tell of the discussion

between Jesus and His brothers as His brothers try to persuade Him to
leave Galilee and travel with them to Jerusalem.

John notes that Jesus

had decided not to "walk" in Judea because the Jews wanted to kill Him
(7:1).

Jesus refused to travel with His brothers to Jerusalem because

it was an inopportune time.

However, later Jesus did go up to Jerusalem

in a less conspicuous fashion (7:10).

Verses 10-13 tell of the contro-

versy His teaching and works had caused among the people and the various
differing views reflected.

About the middle of the feast Jesus entered

the Temple and began teaching.
Jesus responded to them.

The Jews responded to His teaching, and

Verses 25-36 show the opposite degrees of

response to Jesus' teaching.

Some of the crowd believed (7:31), but the

rulers of the Temple only renewed their efforts to seize Jesus (7:32).
The divided response of the crowd continues to occupy the center of the
story on the last day of the feast (7:37-44).
controversy still strong.

The chapter ends with the

The response of the people remains divided

among the multitudes and even among the rulers themselves (7:45ff.),
Controversy concerning Jesus and His ministry is a keynote in the chapter.
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The chapter begins with the skepticism of Jesus' brothers (7:3ff.) and
ends with Nicodemus, one of the Jewish leaders, defending Jesus before
the Pharisees (7:30ff,)
Extended Context
John 7:14-24 has no parallel record in the other Gospels.

1

How-

ever, the environment denoted in the text forms the setting for repeated
incidents involving Jesus in John's narrative.

The time of the setting

is close to or during a Jewish festival and the location is in Jerusalem
(see

Jn. 2:1Jf.; 5:1f.; 7:2f.).

The similarity of setting from the dif-

ferent accounts recorded by John has led some commentators to suspect
the possibility of textual rearrangement within the Gospel.
represents an example of a possible dislocated text.

John 7:15-25

Some suggest that

a more natural location for the text is immediately following John 5:47.

2

However, these suppositions are not essential for interpretation of the
text.

Some of the allusions in John 7:14-24 do seem to point to events

recorded in John

5. But, these corresponding points can be sufficiently

justified on the basis of the extraordinary nature of the events or on
the basis of the editorial contribution of the author
7:1; 5:15-16 and 7:2J).

(cf.

5:18 and

The events are significant enough to have

remained in the mind of the people involved over the time span indicated.
The points of correspondence significant to exposition of the text will
be identified and discussed as the need arises.
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Note:

Jesus' action of going into the Temple is punctiliar
(aorist), but His teaching is viewed as continuing (imper-
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makes the action simultaneous

with /::.cfcdo...O-K€v' (vs. 14) and motivates a subsequent
action of speaking ().€(oVT~J), l9a.(J.,,.ua.?ov leads
....,
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to the interrogative l'TW5. OifTOS indicates the
question was directed among themselves (3rd person rather
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than 2nd). /~""-/-/-a la

ot.'cfe-v can refer either to

"elementary knowledge" or to "higher learning."3

The

later interpretation fits best with the context since it
is Jesus' ability in teaching which arouses their wonder.
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fa-E/ a.B,xws literally means "learn" through the
• t rue t•ion of someone. 4 ~"1' ,,µ-e,,.u-av7
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not only the source but the validity of Jesus' knowledge.
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(vv. 11-13).
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Although the Jews may not have been addressing Jesus with
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their comment (vs. 15), Jesus addresses ( c:t-if€t<f' 87)
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their question regarding the source of His knowledge.
The strong adversative conjunction ~A A; emphasizes the
source of Jesus' teaching and His role as messenger
/

( 7T6,,P- wav ros).
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a necessary condition to "knowing" the source of Jesus'
teaching.
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as a future tense points to a

failure of the Jews to presently meet the requirement.
Jesus recognized only two possible sources of His teaching,
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Jesus identifies two types of teachers.

In verse 17 the

criterion for judging between the two involved spiritual
qualification on the p;i.rt of the one judging.

In verse

18, Jesus presents a more objective approach based on
logic.

The key to judging is in the answer to the

question, "Whose glory is he seeking, his own or the one
who sent him?"

The one fitting the latter category is
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The expected answer is "yes" ( ov with the indicative), a

Note:

rhetorical q_uestion.
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refers to the Jews of verse

15.
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Note:

returns the q_uestion regarding the source of Jesus'
teaching back to the q_ualification of verse 17, which the
Jews failed to meet.
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by their seeking to kill Jesus.
intentions
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ff O- Vr€5 seems to indicate that now Jesus is addressing
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the whole crowd rather than just the Jews. E:V €j'J/OV
in respect to verse 23 Points to the incident of healing
recorded in Jn. 5:1-17.

While this incident is remote in

scriptural location, the resPonse generated among the
Jews and the crowd by Jesus in John 7:10-13 may be
explained by the events of that incident.

Certainly, the

desire of the Jews to kill Jesus is continued

(see

Jn.
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seem to be a comparison of the € V
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21) and the ritual of circumcision.
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Gen. 17:10-13).
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The present tense of
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to the possibility of it occuring at the time Jesus was
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speaking.

C. Va.

begins the clause stating the purpose

behind receiving circumcision on the Sabbath.
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introduces the apodosis, a rhetorical question.
basis of the protasis, Jesus considers
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an inap-

propriate response to His action on the Sabbath.
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summary statement, the imperative seems more probable.

k~tl; places the two methods of judging in opposition.
I

,M-1

/

l(f)(, VtE-Te

with its present tense means "stop your

present habit of judging according to appearance," 6
Exegetical Discourse
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The Gospel of John refers to Moses 12 times,?
times his name is associated with v~ o s . 8
./

In verse

I"

described as the giver (JGJlAJl(6-1t) of vo_,µ.o s .

Seven of those

7: 19 he is

Verse 7:22 describes

him as the giver of circumcision, but a parenthetical note by Jesus
points to an origin of circumcision back to the time of the Fathers.
/

v~o..r

Verse 7:23 interrelates

c
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and Moses ( O Vq/M-' M(.c)vcrew.s).

In

light of these observations, John records Jesus as closely associating

,.

with Moses' contribution in the formulation of

,
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The relationship between vop.os and
is indirectly established in John 7:14-2#.
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To derive the relationship

will require examination of the situation in context and then pointing
out the connecting links.

The entire ?th chapter functions as a unit in

establishing the immediate context.
The specific situation of major concern involves Jesus' entrance
J r""
into the Jerusalem Temple, where He engaged in teaching (vs. 14, E 0(.. Jarr,t:E V).

In response to His teaching, the Jews were marveling (vs.

15,

This "marveling" might reflect either astonishment at
the quality of Jesus' teaching or astonishment at the audacity of an
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unlearned man ( ,.,M-'7 /A-- y.<- a. [)'7 trws) teaching in the Temple,

Considering

the hostility of the Jews toward Jesus and their intention to kill Him
(see

5:18; 7:11),

Jesus.

it seems doubtful they had anything but contempt for

Their desire to see Jesus dead indicates they sided with those

who considered Jesus' teachings to be leading the multitude astray (vs.
12).
Him

However, not all of those listening to Jesus were hostile toward
(see

7:12, 31),

John makes a distinction between the Jews, who
JI

seek Jesus' death, and the crowd ( O)'
John calls Jews

(see

refers to as the crowd

Ao 5

)•

Those who oppose Jesus,

5:18, 7:11), and those who are undecided, he
(see

7:12, 31).9

It was the Jews rather than

the crowd who questioned Jesus' teaching (vs. 15).
Jesus understood the question of the Jews

~

/

( rrws .. •,P<-€pa97xwsi)

to relate to the source of authority for His teaching.

"'
P-¥a97KW5

means literally "learning one has received through instruction, "lO The
primary focus of the question was not with Jesus' education.
asserted that He had none.

They

Such knowledge of Jesus' qualifications could

very easily have been known by the Jews.

Knowledge about Jesus is

reflected in the general knowledge of the crowd concerning Him (vs. 7:27).
Leon Morris commenting on the charge of being uneducated, takes the
remark to refer to the fact Jesus had not attended the recognized institutions of higher education, the rabbinic schools.

Morris also points

out that originality of thought was not prized at that time.

11

Attaching

the source of one's knowledge to a recognized rabbi would give credibility
to one's words.

Jesus must have appeared to be a maverick in their eyes.

This helps to understand the motive for their question (vs. 15).
question has a rhetorical quality.
("'

o v To5), but only about Him.

The

It was addressed not to Jesus (

lTWs

As a rhetorical question, the intended
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purpose was the casting of doubt about the validity of Jesus' teaching.
Since the source of His knowledge had not come through the recognized
channels, one could conclude that it was a personal invention.

In Jesus'

response to the casting of doubt upon His teaching, He identified God as
the source of His knowledge and message.
While from the Jewish perspective the absence of a rabbinical
education seriously would question one's authority, from Jesus' perspective this fact not only failed to invalidate but supported the
greater validity of His teaching.

After concluding that Jesus had not

obtained the knowledge of His teaching from other men, the only other
possibilities were either He invented it himself or He received it from
God.

Jesus' argument considered these two remaining options.

Jesus

stated emphatically that His teaching derived not from himself (vs. 16,
)

) I
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Him.

Know ledge (vs. 17 ,

I

€fa.'1-/ ) but ( c;c.)11a

)

from the one who had sent (lf€µ1/'aVr;s)

I
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)

of the source of Jesus ' teaching

was available to those who met a personal prerequisite.
}

/

the prerequisite with G a.t/ and the subjunctive mood.
knowing involved first a willingness

cB:X:-1 )
(,

Jesus stated
A condition to

to do C rroc~Zv) the wi11

I

( 9EAip.a.) of Him who had sent Jesus.

In the apodosis of verse 17

Jesus identified the two possible sources of His teaching, 1) from God
or 2) from himself.

The logical deduction is that the

-

/oTf

,
TTe;µCfavros

of verse 16 must be God since Jesus already eliminated himself as the
source (vs. 16,

l

)1

ovK ErJTtl/

)

I

f3/'L..., ).

The conditional clause of verse

17 provides a subjective approach for distinguishing the true source of
Jesus' teaching.
deciding.

However, verse 18 provides a more objective guide for

An objective approach lends itself to validation through

human experience and observation.

Logic and experience support the

conclusion that a person who speaks only from himself seeks his own
glory (

d;5 av' ) .

Since he paints to no one else as a source, a popular

receptivity of his teaching will bring glory to himself.

But, the person

who seeks the glory of the one who has sent him neither seeks nor desires
Jesus concludes that such a person is true ( d)..7

glory for himself.

/

and that unrighteousness (~JtKla.) is not (

a;s)

)

o-vll')

in him.

In providing

an objective method for judging the source of a person's teaching, Jesus
challenged the Jews to evaluate His teaching according to this principle.
I f they did, they would discover that He did not seek His own glory but

that of God.

This method by its objectivity lent itself to the unbe-

lieving Jews.

Of the two approaches for judging, the latter was the

only one of the two which the Jews could use since they were disqualified
for the first (vs. 17).

Verse 19 paints to their deficiency.

Verse 19 contains three sentences from Jesus.
/

rhetorical question regarding the source of
that the expected answer was "yes. 1112
was the giver of

/

v~o s

just a human creation.

.

However,

v~os

.

The first is a
)

ov indicates

The Jews did recognize that Moses
/

was viewed as more than

v~ o 5

Although given by Moses, its content was of

divine origin. 13 It was considered the most authoritative partion of
Hebrew Scripture.
for the covenant

.

The will of God for Israel was revealed in
community~

/

V~oJ

The Jews knew all this and accepted it as

true; consequently, the rhetorical question of Jesus called to mind all
these factors with an obvious "yes."

While thinking "yes" to Jesus'

first comment, Jesus followed up with a statement of accusation.
as i t was true that Moses had given them

/

VC',.,.uoS

Just

(which they would agree
/

\

with) so also it was true that not one of them obeyed V'~ ei s ( I< a,c..
)

\

ovdtE-tS

While agreeing to the
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first statement, they would not be so willing to admit the second.
f

I

I

refers not to a universal condition of mankind but to the

o1JO€l 5

:rarty of Jews

(~t o/:Jv) who had questioned Jesus' teaching (vs. 15).

The final sentence in Jesus' logical treatise involves another question
/

that indicated the failure of the Jews to do
seeking to kill me?"

vo_,,u o.s ,

"Why are you

Jesus knew of their intention to kill Him (see

5:18, 7:1), and this violated the sixth commandment of the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:13).
/

~

do (

Jrol E c.,

)

v~o s

Jesus was not identifying their only failure to

, but He was identifying one example of failure to

which others could be added.

Failure in one aspect of

/

v~o5

did not

make a person more righteous than a person failing in a multitude of
/

areas.

Failure to do

Vo/-'-oS

meant failure with regard to the di vine

imperatives expressing God's will for His people.

Because of their
/

failure, the Jews lacked the qualification to know (vs. 17,

yvw

rTETCH)

whether the source of Jesus' teaching was from himself or from God,
/

Willingness to do the "will of God" as revealed in

v~o.5

would have

enabled them to recognize that Jesus' teaching was from the same source
as

Vo~o>

•

In this principle lies the relationship between V",,,M-o..>

and~ dcdl't~ To;; 'Iicro;;.

The combination of the two is fundamental

to the ministry of John the Baptist.

He pre:rared the way for Christ by

calling people to repentance for their sins under the I.aw
J:2f:E),

(see

Lk.

Those who failed to live up to the level of their p:r;esent awareness

oLGod's will would not be in a pcsition to receive a new revelation of
truth.

Obedience to

of Jesus' teaching.
truth,

vo'µo S

provided the basis for proper evaluation
I'

Their disobedience to VO;U05 'blinded them to the
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Having finished the discourse related to the authority of His
)/

\

teaching (7:16-19), Jesus paused and the crowd (vs. 20, O!/\O.S)
responded to the charge that they were plotting to kill Him (vs. 19).
The crowd appeared to be unaware of any plot and they wondered if Jesus
might be raving (vs. 20, Lla~:vc()v

In verse 7:21 Jesus

takes up a new line of discourse that has strong connecting elements
with chapter

5.

The setting for both chapters

Jesus is in Jerusalem during festival time

(5

(see

and 7) is the same,
5:1, 7:2).

The nar-

rative in chapter 5 indicates that the Jews had decided to kill Jesus
because He had broken the Sabbath by healing a man and because He called
God His Father (5:18).

The interconnection between the two chapters has

led some commentators to consider the order of the Gospel to have been
rearranged.

14 However, the present study assumes that the author was

aware of literary procedures and attempted to be chronologically accurate
but topically relevant.

The animosity of the Jews toward Jesus during

the visit recorded in chapter

5

would not have been forgotten easily.

In fact, John indicates in 7:11 that the Jews were looking for Jesus at
the feast.

Religious indignation still burned strong in their memory,

and John conveys that message in his narration.

Although the situation

of 7:22-24 was remote in time, both Jesus and the Jews, from John's
perspective, had not forgotten the events of that earlier encounter.
Jesus' words recalled the event which had aroused the wrath of the Jews
toward Him; and, now He presents a defense for His actions.
€cl v

)I
e/
ye:> v'

Sabbath in chapter

5

(

vs. 21 ) refers to the healing of the man on the
)

(5:2-9).

,;

The aorist tense of enol-17<Ta, points to
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a previous event.

J/

Jesus indicates in 5:20 that "works" (G;O fa.) were

t

done in order that people might marve 1 ( 9 av_.µ.;_ 7 -r~) .
an intended response to the miracles Jesus performed.
of a man afflicted by sickness for

Marve ling was

Surely the healing

38 years (5:5) was reason to marvel.

Jesus' miracles were done as signs ( rr7/"'-e 2ov) which beyond causing
marveling were intended to stimulate belief
14, 26, 30).

(see

2:11; 3:2; 4:.54; 6:2,

Works or signs were done in order that people might have

a reason for believing that Jesus had been sent by God (5:36, 3:2).

"
rovTo
circumcision.
Israel. 1 5
to God.

(vs. 22) points to a similar type of sign given by Moses,
Circumcision was the sign of the covenant between God and

It was a visible mark to remind a person of his relationship

In much the same way, Jesus' works/signs were done to call

people's attention to God.

In the works Jesus performed, God was

calling attention to the validity of Jesus' message.
Moses had given the people circumcision (vs. 22).

Parentheti-

cally Jesus noted that even though Moses called for circumcision in
/

v~os

(Lv. 12:3), the initiation of the rite in its covenant signifi-

cance went back to the time of the Fathers (Gn. 17:10-13).

Because of

the more ancient heritage, Jesus observed that the present practice was
I'

to circumcise ( ffejJ' -rE/A-ve-re ) a man even if it happened to be the
)

Sabbath (vs. 22).

Jesus argued that if (vs. 23, ~<..)a man received

circumcision (a sign of the covenant) on the Sabbath in order that
/

LY' o_,µ,o.>

(f

'

might not be broken ( c va. /A"'l

c
) v.8"
l "1 o

(
v~os

) , then why
c'

were they angry with Him because He had made a whole man healthy ( o .A.ov
JI

a.v 9,JJ(A.//(otr

<

1f/l1) on the Sabbath (a "sign" of miraculous character).

From Jesus' perspective both events were of comparable nature.

Jesus

was not denigrating the practice of circumcision on the Sabbath, but He
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was justifying the healing of a man as also valid work to be accomplished
on the Sabbath.

Healing the man was not only

vali~

but from the per-

spective of the man who was healed it involved an act of even greater
significance than the receiving of circumcision.
healing affected the body.

Both circumcision and

Circumcision at the time of its performance

detracts from a man's health until the cut healed.

Jesus, rather than

creating a wound to be healed, healed a disease-wounded man.
respect His act was of greater good than circumcision.
Cl\

wholeness ( o 11ov) to a man.
the man

(5:14),

In this

He brought

From the words which Jesus later spoke to

it appears Jesus not only brought wholeness and healing

to his body but also in his relationship with God.

While circumcision

could only remind one of his covenant relationship, Jesus by His act
restored a relationship.

To the Jews1 Jesus' act of healing involved a

violation of the Sabbath

(5:18).

From Jesus' perspectiv~ it was an act

of greater value than the circumcision which they practiced in strict
accordance to

VOfaOS •

Jesus concluded His discourse with two imperative statements

(vs. 24).

First, He communicated the prohibition for the people to stop
/

I

Cr-.,

with the present imperative K,lll ve--rt:) the present practice of

judging according to appearance ( b 'I'' v).

However, this should not be

taken to mean that appearance had no value in judging.

Appearance had

value, but appearance should not be the sole criterion for judging.
Appearances could be deceptive.
the second imperative.

The proper way to judge is expressed in

"But (~>.~a') judge righteous judgment

,,

( clu<a<.av'

/

K fh CT l v) . "

Righteous

beyond a mere legalism. 16

judgment looked beyond the circumstantial,
It pointed to a

point of view than from man's point of view.

judgment more from God's
Human ."righteous judgment"

101
modeled the righteousness of God's judgment.

The human judge should

remember that the divine judge demonstrated His love for sinners by
sending His Son into the world to save them (Jn. 3:16).

Judgment

intertwined with love is "righteous judgment."

by appearances,

Judgi~g
/

according to a cold let:;al interpretation of vo /"os, resulted in faulty
judgment.

If the Jews had judged righteously, they would have seen
,,

that the healing of the man by Jesus was not a violation of

V"1',,,.U

but, as Jesus saw it, the act of making a man whole and healthy.

os ,

Chapter 11

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
,,.
Definition of Ve>µos
•

"
Jesus always attached the definite article to v~~os
. This
,,.
indicates that vo,,....c-<-os was always viewed as a specific identifiable
object.

Added to this is the association in every instance, either
/

directly or indirectly, of vo_µ.-o s with a written word.

The conclusion

,

is that Jesus was referring to Scripture when He mentioned vo,;uos .
However, identifying
ical use of the word.
indicate

/

with Scripture represents a broad categor-

Vo,,;<A-05

The various contexts in which Jesus used the word

that He often had a more limited perspective.

The narrowest

,,.
perspective of Vo/-'-os is with regard to the Pentateuch (see Jn. 7 :19;
,,.
Mt. 7:12; Lk. 24:44). The broadest perspective of v~os involves
reference to the whole of Hebrew Scripture

(see

Jn. 10:34;

15:25).

/

Content of Voµo
S
>
/

When Jesus mentioned Vo,,.«- o s J He was referring to more than a
written collection of words.
being the most significant.
/'

Two aspects of Scripture stand out as
Foremost in Jesus' teachings was the author-

itative character of vo_,,.uos.
re~uirement

/

VO,,,«.OS communicated the divine ·

,,

or commandment to mankind.

erations was a message from God to man.

v~os

above all other consid-

The imperative character of

Scripture was a major focus in Jesus' use of

vopo.s (see Mt. 5:17-20;
/

7:12; 22:34-40).

A

second focus associated with
102

vo,,.,uo.s involved its

103
prophetic function.

Theologically, this function is very close to the

imperative function.

However, prophecy as

associated it with

Jesu~

/

vo...,.a-os refered to the predictive element and the part Jesus played in

bringing about the fulfillment of prophecy
15:25).

(see

Mt. 5:17; Jn. 10:34;

These two elements, commandment and prophecy, describe the pri-

mary perspective of Jesus with regard to

/

Vo_,.M-O

s .

/

Relationships of voµos
,
In summary, five theological relationships stand out in Jesus'
teachings.

Each relationship has been discussed in one or more of the

preceding chapters.

They are identified here only briefly.

/

/

Vo405
and Jesus.
>

The authority of

of Jesus never came into conflict.

v~o..s

and the authority

Jesus' teachings harmonized with

I'

vo,,..uo 5

when properly understood.
/

I'

Vqµc.?S and the kingdom of God.

by the coming of the kingdom of God.

Vo~OS

was not invalidated

Instead, the ethics of the kingdom

/

are founded upon vo_,µ-o s.

They are actually an extension of

,

V~os

.

/

Vq,µ..os and eternal life.

Jesus taught that eternal life was

contingent upon obeying the divine imperatives of
I'

vsµo.s

and self-righteousness.

attempts at self-justification.

I'

vo~os

v~os

.

lent itself to

Jesus pointed out the

inade~uacy

of

those who tried.
/

V0µ,05
>

judgment

and righteous judgment.

Jesus presented righteous

as the model for applying the principles of

/

vo~os.

This

approach was in distinction from the legalistic model of the Pharisees.
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